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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY EVENING. MAY 28. 1907.
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Add Charges of Monopoly Are Denied.
Three Other Youngsters
Incident Promises to Develop a
Approximately $300,000 to
Red Hot Legal Battle-Sta- te
In
Jhelr Bank Accounts the
and City May Combine
Kecent Rise of the Bread
In One Fight.
Stulf Market.

London Danker Puts the Situation Appearance of Millionaire Grafters
ng
but What the SitFor Arraignment on Criminal
uation Reveals Could be ExCharges of Bribery Excites
pected Under the
Interest Among San FranCircumstances.
cisco Pleblans.

Chicago. May 28. Dollar wheat
made comfortable fortunes for at
least two of the youngest members
of the board of trade, besides adding
largely to the wealth of the big operators.
Edward Bagley, "the boy
broker," who became known as one
of the practical Jokers of the board
last fall, Is credited with dragging
He
out from 1100,000 to $200,000.
does not teil definitely, tiut says
calmly:
I cleaned up about
$30,000 or so." Bagley began life In
the business world as a messenger.
Hardly five years ago young Bag-le- y
was engaged In marking up quotations with a piece of chalk on ths
board of the brokerage tlrm of A. O.
Slaughter & Co.
Before that he
Now, at an age
went to school.
when most young me.i have not yet
completed their studies, lie Is preparing to do things to the markets.
Youngsters I iitisuully Fortunate.
Another "youngster" who made a
fortune out of wheat In fewer days
than it takes many men years to acquire wealth, Is Frederick Lewis, a
member who admits taking $40,000
out of the market, but who Is said to
have "cleaned up" more than $100,-00- 0
In a exv days.
Never before In the history of the
board, members .say, have the young
men figured so largely.
The flrat
time that "the boy broker" became
known on the tloor was last fall.
when all the brokers were lying
around listlessly because of the dull
ness of the markets. Young Bagley
decided to start something somehow,
and, being unable to start a corner,
he sprinkled red pepper and Japanese snuff over the lloor.
Biigley's l'ractloil Joke.
It was not many minutes before
the lloor was the scene of the wildBrokers began to
est excitement.
sneeze so hard that they had to leave
the building for relief. An Investigation followed and Bagley confessed.
Walter Fitch, then president of the
board, ordered the "boy" barred from
the tloor fur several days because of
.
hi. prank.
Another big winner is Earl O'Xell.
livago
years
who several
earned his
key.
ing by pounding a telegraph
Now it Is estimated he Is worth almost $200,000, a large part of which
he Is said to have made In the last
few years.
H. C. Chaplin also was on the right
side of the market, and his ba'nk account now is $100,000 larger than It
was a few days ago.
Dave Roberts,
a cousin of "Little Bobs." Lord Rob
erts. Is $75,000 richer on account of
the wheat rise.

London. May 28. In an Interview
thin afternoon Lord Rothschild said
eo no Immediate prospect of Improvement In the etock
market.
"The best that can be said," he
added, "is that the markets are no
worse today, but with President
Roosevelt attacking the railways In
one part of the world and the Income
tax question and other problem In
France and a socialistic movement In
England, the people are killing the
goose that laid golden eggs and we
can expect nothing more than what
the market positions reveal."
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ALBUQUERQUE

New York. May 28. A suit to
compel the Consolidated Gas com
pany and eight other gas companies
doing business In this city to relinquish their franchises and to take
from them all permits to use the
streets, was begun In the supreme
court today by Corporation Counsel
Ellison, on behalf of the city.
Consolidate! Makes (Statement.
The following statement was Issued
last night In behalf of the Consolidat
ed Gas company, referring to the ac
tion brought by Attorney General
Jackson to annul the company's franchises:
"It can scarcely be charged against
the Consolidated Gas company that
It Is maintaining a monopoly and
thus affecting gas prices, for the simple reason that the price of gas and
likewise the price of electricity is
fixed by the state. In a case brought
by Win. R. Hearst before the late
John Cuneen, attorney general, Mr.
Cuneen decided that so far as the
New York city gas companies were
concerned no charge could lie that
these companies In any way Infringed
the
laws.
Makes Reference to Former Companies.
"So far as the franchises of the
New York city gas companies are
concerned, all one has to do is to refer to the case of the People ex rel.
New York & Richmond Gas Co. agt.
Cromwell, 89 Appellate Division, 2D1.
which had been furnishing gas since
1856 in a territory which, by operation of the Greater New York charter of 1897, became a part of the city
of New York, and' which applied to
the commissioner of gas and electricity for a permit to open certain
streets not previously occupied."
Company Vscil Streets Without a
Franchise.
The statement went onto say that
application was denied by the commissioner on the ground that the
did
not Include these
franchise
streets, but the court held that since
the other town officials had not questioned the right of tha highway commissioners, the presumption was that
the validity of its franchises
has
been recognized by this state in assessing them and by the city in collecting taxes on them.
Fllison Makes Statement.
Corporation Counsel Ellison stated
last night that he would continue
with the proceedings that he had
started, Irrespective of the action of
the attorney general, but, should the
court maintain the contentions of the
latter, the two actions might be
com bined.
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Engage In Business Here This Is the Actual Assay
Mahoney Coming From
Value Vein Is Twelve
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Silver City. X. M., May 28. It Is
Understood tli.it the contract for the
construction of a telephone line to
the Mog.ili.in mining district will be
let and active work will be com
menced upon it right away.
The !ti:r. County Telephone company will construct, the line with the
aid of the government, as the line
will pass Ih:"U.wli the (lila forest reserve.
The Grant County Telephone company now lias a telephone line from
Silver City to the Gila hot springs,
about 1"i in.les north of this city, and
the l;ne wiil he ext--:- led from lliH
point t the Mog.illon district.
i

THE

if 4
"I have received the assay
reports on the ore taken from
our mine in Coyote canyon and
It runs $783 to the ton in gold."
Maid I... G. Rosenneld todav.

-

The
reo:ut;oi.irs are now attaching
''li'u.;.' Urns and Tui g Chang.
w
.!;) towvs in the idling- iw
li u
Many iilii'liit.iiits
4 li.il' r : tiie pi. ices to this city.
The upilsiiih' is Mllribuied to ex- cejisive taxation by Hie Chinese
6 government.
--

H.

-

,

BUCKLEY

Albany, N. T., May 28. The senate
today by a vote of Hi to 8. passed an
assembly bill providing for a recount
or the bullot cast in the McCTellan
and Hearst mayoralty
election of
1D05 In New York City.
upon
bill
provides
The
the petithat
tion of either of the candidates the
supreme court of the district affected
must proceed to a summary canvass
of the vote.

go-In-

Betrothed.
London. May 28. Tha betrothal Is
announced of Princess Louise, daughter of the Countess of Paris, and
I'rince Charles of Bourbon, whose
first wife was Infanta Mercedes, sisThe wedding
ter of King Alfonso.
will probably take place In England
In November.
King Alfonso will attend.

January

only

li(.K

MMMlItliimil

REPORTS ON

JAP ASSAULT

Root View
Together ljick of Police
lrotevtioii I a Use of Trouble.

--

e

Washington. D. '.. May 2S. At the
cabinet meeting today. Attorney General Konaparte laid before the president and Secretary Root the report
of District Attorney Devlin, of San
Francisco, upon the alleged assault
of Japanese residents of that city.
The report, Ronu parte said, shows
that the first story of the alleged assaults was greatly exaggerated
and
that the dlfrlculty appeared to he the
lack of police protection during the
strike of the street car men. Secretary Root took the report with him
and If any further action Is taken It
will be by the state department.

CURRY'S

ARRIVAL
MATTER

V--

the ton in gold.
The present
In comparison with the tii-- t is tar
ling at Hist thought, but on- It will he
is by no means assured.
several mouth- - before we can determine anywhere near the liu'li or our
possibilities.
"All the land
sill oulld 4 our
claims l.s now t; kn up. bi.t not mu 'h
except assessment work Is bein
seem
done.
Most e p
to think
that a mine - for speculation purT!o-posed only.
stake out a claim
und wait for some one to buy it from
We h.iNe nice claims in a
them.
4 group and have
much assessment
work to do ye'. None of our claims
1
are a yet patented."
i-

IS

OF DOUBT

Governor Will ICearh San I'ran-riIjarly In July anil Go To
.Not Known
When He Will lie in
Santa re.
on

Special to The Kveiihig Ci'izen.
, May
Washington, D.
Colonel Edwards of the war department,
totaled
today tii.it
Governor George Curry would
in
an
Francisco either
arrive
ahuaid the liuford on July
or
the Sherman, July 13. and would
come direct from S.m Fiamdsco
to Washington.
After several
go to
ll.l
liele. lie would tii.-Santa Fe. This leaves the date
of the governor's arrival in Santa Fe a matter of some doubt.
Delegate Andrews was a visitor at the
bite House today
relative to New Mexico affairs
and also called at the navy department
n business connected
w o li
tlie cadet shi p.
.

i

1
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INSURANCE MAGNATE TRIAL OF TELLER HARVEY

Carlsbad, N. M., May 28. C. W.
Merchant, of Abilene, Tex., one of the
best known cattlemen In this section
of the country, has arrived in this
city to look after his large cattle In-

lie states that the

cat-

tle on the plains are In flue condition
and that all are in fine shipping con
About 20,000 are to be
dition.
shipped to northern pastures between
now and the first of July.

Isj

I .resident and Secretary

l

t- -.

WELLS

8

mi-Mi- ss

The sales, however, were at prices
10 to ;d per cent below range prices
at the close of business last week.

"While this looks like great wealth,

1:

China, May

i

HAY-

WOOD TRIAL

Acquitted of leonage.
Rome, Oa.. May 28. J. W. Tierce,
(ieorge K. Hunt, and H. K. Land, officers of the Georgia Iron and Coal
28. (Jen.
Hoine. May
Bulkeley company, at Sugar Hill, charged with
Wells, who had active charge of the peonage, have been acquitted by a
kidnaping of Moyer, Haywood and Jury.
Pettlbone, under the direction of the
governors of Idaho and Colorado, has
come to town, lie is a witness for
FOUND IN
the state.
Gen. Wells Is a millionaire Boston-iaHe left Harvard In about 182.
He went to Colorado five years ago to
TRUNK
WAS
manage the Smuggler-L'nio- n
mine at
Tellurlde. which is owned by Boston
men.
When the trouble occurred In
that district several years ago he organized a militia company with a
membership comprising the roughest
men in a rough region. All of them
were "gun men." Many miners have
New York, May 28. The police are
spoken of them more forcibly us
still In the dark us to who committed
thugs and cutthroats.
street murWells served us captain
of this the West Thirty-sevent- h
company and was the personal rep- der, in which the body of a priest
rooming
a
In
a
house
trunk
resentative of the mine owners in the found in
national guard. He was the right-han- d Is the only clue they have.
The autopsy developed that the
man of the redoubtable Shtr-ma- n
neck had been broken, as had one
Hell.
Coroner's physician Lahane
When McDonald was seated as gov. arm.
ernor. after an election contest, Wells declared, however, that death was
The Internal orwas uppolnted adjutant general of the due to suffocation.
It did not thrive gans w re congested, and Dr. Iehane
national guard.
gave
opiniou
It
as his
that the man
under his leadership.
His term ex- was
thrust into the trunk while alive
pired a few mouths ago.
The general will tell about the Col- and the cover of the trunk had been
orado mining trouble and the tind-in- g held down until death ensued. The
of a bomb.
I'urt of Orchard's condition of the organs was found to
alleged confession Is to the effect that be similar in the case of axphyxla-tion- .
in an effort to kill Justice Goddard, of
on the left wrist the date 1SH4 was
the Colorado supreme court, he plant,
ed a bomb at the gate of the Judge's tatooed, with little utars. and on the
right
wrist was a wreath with a
dooryard. liecause of some fault In
the mechanism. Orchard said, the cross. There were two little tatooed
thing did not explode.
Shortly after circles on the back of the right hand,
Orchard made, the confession Weils each about the size of a dime.
A dozen
detectives were set at
went to Goddard s gate and dug up a
work upon the case and a score of
bomb.
When Haywood and the other two persons living in the vicinity of Mrs.
at poprisoners
were
arrested.
Iifteii Sherer's home were examined
conNothing
months ago. Wells was in i barge of lice headquarters.
been
clusive
lias
established
at a late
the special truiu that brought them to
hour.
Boise.
Last spring he took Steve Adams to
Tellurlde to find the body of a shaft
On Iruil of Murderers.
boss named Harney, who disappeared
Chicago, May 2S. At the Wi
luring the Colorado strike.
Wells I'ullmau
12.20 Halstead
Slid if he could prove the death of street, twoaddress,
Armenians conducted :i
I'aMiey be would be utile to convict
live
until
restaurant
months ag
St John, a member of the miners'
under the name of S. F.rmoylan Hros
federation, of murder.
They trav- The
police
have learned thai about
eled ner a lot of ground, but no trace the
time the Frmoylans closed out
if Harney's body was found.
an expressman, also a l
their
business
Wells lias a home in Tellurlde. bu! Armenian, whose
name they with
s;i :. ls uiucli of Ins time in Denver.
held, hauled a trunk answering the
description
of that found
In NewSM Iter Market.
York from the restaurant to the rail
St. Lous. Al.iv
v Spelter Head)'. way station. Jt bore a New York ad
S6.30.
dress, according to the police.

PRIEST

n.

visited our claim Sunday, and In examining the schist in the close vicinity of the quuilzite vein discovered
free gold In that.
"The ore we have Is clean and regular, the same all through the vein.
It will take several months, however,
before we can determine whether tlv?
property will repay for extensive development or not. As it Is. it will not
he expensive to follow the vein until
we see how it will develop.
"The lloat on the surface, where
this claim was located by iixend i.e

ASKING

THE

Chicago. 111., May 2.8. Two men
were badly Injured by broken glass
and a score of others sustained slight
Injuries early today, when a street
car upon the Calumet electric railroad was blown from the tracks by a
torpedo at Ninety-thir- d
street and
Eolith Chicago avenuer.
g
car
was
The
Jammed with men
to work In the steel works and
in the panic that followed the explosion many were trampled upon.
The police have no clue to the miscreant who placed the bomb on the
track.

'FRISCO

it does not necessarily mean that.
We only have a vein twelve inches
thick now and are not In a position
to ship ore in paying quantities as
yet. We will go ahead and prospect
the vein for a hundred feet at least.
"When we first struck this pay
vein, at a depth of ttfty feet which
is only what is called a pipe vein, we
think It was only about two inches
wide.
After following It for twelve
feet it had widened to twelve Inches.
The Indications are that it will continue to widen, and if it does, there
will be no doubt about our taking
out ore in rich paying quantities.
The ore Is of iron quar'.zite and contains both free gold and gold in the
Iron; also 1 Vj per cent of copper.
Mr. Wootton, the real estate broker,

-

OTHER COUNT FOR

Chicago, III., May 2i. Because of
the enforcement by big packers of
their new rule requiring a postmortem Inspection of cows and heifers as a condition of purchase, only
high class grades of cattle were sold
at the stockyards yesterday for Chicago trade.
The big puckers did not succeed In
buying a solitary co or heifer, according to commission men's returns
at the close of last night's business,
and the Il.on'i animals of these classes
received were all shipped to other

lar-l-

--

Swotow.

OFF TRACKS

AN-

j
AND PRICES WERE
POLICE HAVE NO CLUE
MEASURE WENT THROUGH
TC'i3Jf)MB PLACER
10 PER CENT OFF
ON VOTE OF 37 TO

4

last

UPRISING IN

CAR

STREET HEARST MAY HAVE

Cows or Heifers Were iMore Than a. Score of Men New York Senate Passes an
Sold on the Chicago
Were Hurt by Breaking
Assembly Bill Making NecGlass.1
Market Yesterday.
essary Provisions.

BONAPARTE
The firm of Reyff and Dowdell Is
negotiating for a store at the corner
of Gold avenue and Sixth street, and
expe( t to close the deal In a few
days.
They will engage In the furniture and upholstery business. Mr.
Reyff will have the active management of the concern while Mr. Dowdell will devote himself to mining in
Coyote canyon.
"That district over there looks all
right to me and I am considering Investing some money In property over
there. I have Just sold some mining
propery which I owned near Death
Valley in Nevada, and the price Is
I have
$2.0011.
already
received
$2,.riM0 preliminary
payment on this
amount. My partner in the mining
'hiismess In Nevada is John Mahoney,
of Ireland, whom I expect to arrive
In Altiui;uei que un Friday.

link to

BLOWS

IN CLEVELAND

Prlmv

Will

ii:i.i.i ium;

BOMB

cities.

STRIKE RUNS

San Francisco, May 2
Interest In
the local graft case" is centered m ine
resumption of Mayor Schmiu' trial
before Judge Dunne, and In the expected appearance of O. B. Urn sen,
Joseph E. Oreen, William Brebek
and Abraham
Kuef before Judge
Dunne, to be arraigned on charges of
bribery of supervisors In connection
with an attempt of the Parkslde
Transit company to secure a trolley
franchise,
Theodore V. Halsey, former agent
of the Pacific States Telephone and
Telegraph company. Indicted on a
separate count, will also appear before Judge Dunne.
Of the fifty veniremen summoned
OHIO'S COLD WEATHER
Into court for a completion of the
Kchmlti Jury, eight Jurors have been
anRECORD IS BROKEN sworn to try the case, forty-on- e
swered roll call, nine being absent,
twenty-fiv- e
offered excuses and were
llonflre Were Kept Itiirninir Along allowed to depart, ' leaving sixteen
from whom to select four jurors to
Iiuke Krle to Keep Fruit From
complete the panel.
The examination of these was taken
May
28.
Cleveland. Ohio.
The up when the case was resumed today.
temperature dropped to 40 degrees
here last night, a record equalled
only twice since 1871.
MANY TAKE LAST
Throughout the orchards
nlong
were
Krle
kept
Lake
bonfires
burn
log to prevent damage by frost.
LOOK AT MRS. M'KINLEY
From Zanesville comes reports ot
a killing frost throughout the Mux
kegon valley.
Canton, Ohio, May 28. Long before the hour set for the admitting to
PUT OFF MARRIAGE FOR
the McKlnley home, those who might
wish to take a farewell view of the
face of Mrs. McKinley, there gathered
TWENTY YEARS a large crowd in front of the house.
From the public schools came a
large number of children and neighboring
cities and villages contributed
Los Angeles, Cal., May 28. After
the list of those who passed
having postponed their marriage to
through
the McKlnley residence.
nearly twenty years In subservience
All plans
made for propto the wishes of the bride's parents, er protectionhudof been
president
and
who bitterly opposed It, Miss Alice other distinguished the
guests by InspectMurphy, of Peoria, 111., and T. J. or Sutton today.
shea, chief or detectives of that city,
were quietly married In St. Vivian's
cathedral, ' Mgr. Patrick Harnett of- ADMINISTRATION BtlLDIXG
FOR FORT It V YARD,
ficiating.
silver City, N. M.. May 28. The
As classmates In their school life
In Peoria Mr. Shea a
Murphy quartermaster geneml at Washington
farmed a strong attachment, which has authorized the construction of a
magnificent new administration build-l.-.soon led to ait engagement
.j
Bayard., Aha government
at
once
Miss Murphy's parents
a
sanitarium, nine miles east .if. Silver
formade strenuous objection and
Miss Murphy City.
bade the marriage.
The cost of construction will run
left Peoria last October for Los Angeles, with the understanding
that Into man ythousands of dollars and
will
be on the old Spanish mission
Shea would follow her In the spring,
when their long courtship would ter- style and will be one of the finest
has yet
Mr. and Mrs. Shea will re- buildings the government
minate.
erected at Bayard.
turn to Peoria In a few days.

that he could

ly

SELLS DEATH VALLEY
CLAIM

Plain-Nothi-

--

I

END

PROSECUTION

Man of Money Has to Give Case Will Go to Jury Tomorrow-Book-Keeper
Ralston
Bond Just Like AnyWill Be Tried Next.
body Else.
New York. May 2S. One of the
most conspicuous life Insurance presidents In the L'nlted States has had
to appear In the criminal session ot
the supreme court to answer charges
of forgery in the third degree and
perjury, which grew out of the
Insurance Investigation of last
year.
This was John H. liegeman,
head of the Metropolitan Life Insur- New-Yor-

Pttsburg, Pa., May 2 8. The trial
of Thomas W. Harvey, former teller
of the Enterprise
National bank,
charged with falsifying his accounts
and misappropriating
bank's funds.
Is Hearing an end.
When the United State court opened this morning, counsel for Harvey
said the testimony for the defense
would all be in today and he expected
the case to go to the Jury tomorrow.
Geo. L. Ralston, the former bookkeeper of the Individual ledger of the
Enterprise
National bank, will be
called for trial at the close of the
Harvey case.
Civil suits brought
by Receiver
Thomas Klnnaker for the recovery of
$437,455, which is alleged to have
been loaned on New Mexico collateral
by the defunct Enterprise bank, will
be reached in the l'nlted States circuit court before the end of the week.

BY

FIRE

j
I nilii

tc

in :.i:i x,

J mix it.

iit
or Hie letniMiitHii
lunuramv t oiiijiany.

Pn-dile-

ance company.
He gave ball, fixed
at $li.i)iiu.
The details of the ten
Indictment against him were for the
Iirt time made known.
The indictments cover the period
from December 31. 1U2, to January
llt'iii, and relate to "year end
They Involve transtransactions."
fers of collateral loans outstanding ut
the end of various years t the linn
of Yeimilye at Co., the loans being
taken back again by the Metropolitan folio mg its reports to the state
depai tinei.t.
insurance
President
is ac
of i pon.sii,jiny
for tin- - false showing of the condition
of the company's ti.iauces.
There are three perjury Indictment''
leiatiiig to oaths made thai transfer
of large loans were actual Kales. Th it
one sworn statement omitted large liabilities, is also charged.
u--

itiHiiuroit

Chicago. May 2S. Mis-- Philander Swinnen, 30 yearold.
supposed to be demented, shot
and killed her mother and attempted to kill her father, who
ran out doors and escaped, and
then set fire to her garments and
was burned to death here early
today. The woman was released
from the Dunning asylum a year
ago and was thought to he cured.
A love affair is said to be re
sponsible for her aberration,
-

KIM

I I

kV

.SMITTKY
IS

HIlWV FROST.

LexinK'ou. Ky.. May i'l
A heavy
fro.st fell all over the eastern and
central parts of Kentucky last night,
and it Is feared thut all fruit and
tile early vegetables have been kllle
It is the coldest weather ever
known in this
at this season
of the year.
1

se.-i!"t- i

.

'
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ALBUQUERQUE
PAGE TWO.

AiiU'rlrnn

Hl f V WANTT:D
'
:
If that
HKI.1- - WANTED
a want ad in I"'
crvlng
wi.l
column
wnnt
Evening Cit Izori's
assure you or plenty ci empioj
WAMKU.
wi,.i
Salesman familiar SpanWANTKH
dr'v goods line; must speak
reish: speci'v salary; referent
quired. !'' K Socorro. N. M,
Hoarders by the week iny
WANTKD
lilce
private family; also have a Apply
furnished room for rent.
Mrs. Jobson, 305 North Ed.th.
by hoy IT years
WANTED Position
,
clothing or drug
old In grm-crvAddress "K. IV Citizen
store.

nd.

lie.

At

Pianos, Organs
Furniture.
Horses. Wagons and other Chattels
also on 'SALARIES AND WAR1
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 111
nn,1
Loans art
hlcrh as 1200.
prlvats
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given
possession
Grinds remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO
ctaan..hin tiVati tn and from a
oUlce.
parts of the world.
'
wanting tiyimn
vVANTKD La. lies
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
millinery mil dressmaking, call on
303 'i Wet Railroad Ave.
North second
Miss Crane. 512
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Also apprenstreet, Prices low.
Open Evenings.
944.
'Phone
wanted.
tices
second-han- d
Gentienian-WANIKU
clothing. No. 615 South First PROFESSIONAL CARDS
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweoney.
LAWYERS.
proprietor.
VVANTLD 1'eople who want someIra M. Bond.
thing, to advertise, in The Citizens
ATTORNEY AT LAW, IS F.8t.
want column. A few lines cost but
Pensions
cents but bring returns an N. W., Washington, D. C.
ai few
,1
,.M
caveats
copyrights,
land patents,
llUIIUir'i . '
compos!
marks,
claims
as
jod
patents,
trade
letter
Position
WANTED
. i p. '
First class man.
nfno
"
.
I).
V.
11.
in
Bryan.
'
iur
.
. ..
.; l .. 1.
OI
w1 nan
crlVA
UUIl l Ul "HA nm ...... c- - - best
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
Would
references. Man of family.contract
i que,
N. M. Office,
First National
nrefer to work under
city, Bank building.
- TV. CSrav. Morgan
writ
La. State salary when writing,
E. W. Dobson.
or ten
Ofties
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
WANTED To buv live teams
be
must
horses;
driving
block, Albuquerque. N. 31
Cromwell
single
sound and city broke. Bringof aniDKNilSTS.
mals to Clarion.' stable, rear 11712
a.
West Tijeras avenue, between
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
m and 2 p. ni., and after 5 o clock
Dental Surgeon.
p. m.
Rooms 2 and S, Boxnett building
MEN WANTKD.
very over O'RIelly's drug store. Phout
MEN WANTED Somewhere
Job No. T44. Appointments made by mali.
day. If you are looking for a Citiput a want ad In The Evening
Edmund J. Alger. D. D. S.
do
will
zen's want column and it
Off let
No. SOS Railroad avenue.
the rest.
hours. 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.: 1:11
IOR It EXT.
d. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
"FOR RENT Three rooms for light polntments made by mall.
40S North Second
housekeeping.
v. M. klRltirAV. M. 11.
street
1'hyslclnn and Surgeon
Homeopathic
Four-roohouse
brick
FOR RENT
ucciuentai
iue uunamg. xeim
close in. 15. Apply Rankin & Co.. phone
888. Albuquerque, N. M.
Room 10. Armi.io punaing
DR. R. L. HIST.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, house
X. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
keeping rooms una itm.
Broadway.
Tuberculosis treated with High
rooms,
and
Frequency Electrical
Current
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
with Germicide. Treatments given eacb
two blocks south of postofflee; JohnT.
Mrs.
board.
p.
m. Trained
or without
day from 8 a. m. to 4
ston. B0T South Second street
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
out
wiv furnished
DRS. BRONSOX & BRONSON,
Imnriern bath, nail
tlnmmniilhw.
!
(mm TJallroad avenue.
Over Van's Druir Store. 'Phone
Second Offloe
114 hi North
l3r!lnrtll.
and residence, ezs
street.
i .i
u
mill Kurfrmin
lliwi!!
ratej
center;
rooms, near business
Offlrft over V;inn Ilrnir Ktore. Office
Sixth ana hnura ft to 12 a. m.. 2 to K. and 7 to 8
Corner
...unohiB.
p. m. Phones, office 441, residence
Railroad. Apply at rear.
Five-roohouse, fur 6H5.
FOR RENT
-- i
fnr llnht house
...... v. v. kj.
u. .
your animals . are sick you
keeping; nicely located in the High
When
i
i
i
lands. AOD1V ti.. C. numeiiuiu
K17 Ttroadwav.
up the old reliable. Phone No. (42.
.. . r. ul-v- t
Airv. furnished
UNDERTAKER.
rooms, with modern bath, by the
or week: all outside rooms,
Colo., Red 111
Auto, phone 316.
block east of the Alnn one-haA. BORDERS.
new. I
hotel: everythingnailroftii
BIms
Commercial Club building.
Highland Hotel, 204 E
or white nearae, is,
avenue.
ARCUITECTS
FOR KfVT l.iirhr. airv well-fu- rlight
nished rooms for rooming or
housekeeping.
All rooms upeii- . w . spencer,
r
nuumi tvii xrPrice, l per
lng on the outside.
building. Albuaueraue. N. M
,t
Minneapolis
up.
House.
week and
ohones.
:
(24 South Second A. i. uevuro,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Proprietor
On

.
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taking one of their

JACK CIIKSHttt), WHOSE SIGN-IHAH .MADE .I'LARKE .(illlF-FITI- I
HAI'PV.
One of the big problems in the base
The much touted unmarked
world for the next few weeks will
nori K.iii.iim, i:irl ':(7 is en ball "What
is Jack C'hesbro going to
tered in stakes aggregating 1105,000. be:
do?" New York American fans welthe news that he and C.riftlth
t,,
nf Cleveland, nruf Overall, of comed
patched up their differences ml
Chicago, lead the American and Na- had
spit ball originator would be
the
that
tional" Leagues respectively In pitch- back In the
game. It c'hesbro is again
ing.
In form, as he claims, he will go a
long way toward plugging up the
The Giants have so many pitchers Highlanders' weak spot.
Taylor
that It looks like "Dummy"
will earn his salary sitting on the
bench.
Before Noonan got the ball to first
the two Brooklyn
had crossv:iu ih
rlirht Idea. ed the plate. The runners
rv,nifl
ball beat Hummel,
He couldn't win from St. Louis In a but the runs- counted.
recent game with two pitchers, so
he put In a third and finally won.
Two of the most prominent holdouts for big money this season were
Thl Is refreshing amid all the cry Hal Chase and George Stone. With
about salary cutting. The New York the first month gone neither Is batState League nas raise.u ua sniaij ting at fast enough a clip to cinch ,
limit from 2,2j0 to 2,400 a month. Job In the bushes.
spurts.

Vi

lire thp rironhets who said
New York tilanls
to California would be a dismal

that the trip of the
ure?

Amprlrim T.pncrup
mncriintoa a ra
preparing in advance for a salary cut
year.
No,
next
not their salaries,
those of the players. The plan Is
to have a stiprter schedule and less
in the pay envelope.

BASE BALL

-

u-Ku-

i

York-Bosto-

i

One Night Only
Wednesday

u

-

a.

re-..,.- t.i

MRS.

-

......

m.m,XTTim
iTiniilin'

1,

.-

Ilt

TJ

tired improvement . We continued
FOR SALE A Ford runabout
TTioillrtno
Call at Albuquerque Auto ihl
until several bottle
mobile Co.
were used, when our boy was com
Best of all blood men- OR SALE Fine Chlckerlng Bros, pietely cured."
piano, very cneap. Appiy ujism"" I icines ana ooay uuuuniii nriiu lumts
furniture store Guaranteed at all druggists. 50c
over Futrelle's
7:30.
evenings, between 6 and
. .
'.. - .1
f n.n llirfi I ....... va.w-..- i
Harrison
cooktngfl utensils, etc.; an mai-- i
Presenting
AppVm
Mrs: Bambini, at er parlor.. No
Sixth street, any time.
-North
v. ,. Vi T,
waiy
now I Ufcll L'U Ul Kive iuuiuukii
.
, , i,
i,
iiiklc. i iuciii. av .mi. w.bv.i.b,
i.i.
riirni.nfiii
film
t,.-r- .
,.,.f
uirca if nod farmlbunions and Ingrowing nails. Sh
By Lnnsdoii Mitchell.
in, an iencea. juiiioui.o i gives massage treatment ana mmclose
laud
,,
,.l
n r, .1 Viurn
lvU DnmKlnl'a fiwn nr.riBr,
AdilreSS "for Sale" thlS
...
2Ctll
1. uiH no
.j
; a ' VilV
. V,
ii" Cotiirilnv
nine
i
I
office.
tion of complexion cream builds u; at 8 a. m.. Prices si."". i '
14.00
complei
Improves
and
$2.50
the
and
skin
the
12.00;
Boxes
POIND.
not to be in
t'.-.iv th. wnnt column Ion., and is guaranteed
inir Citizen, lust what iurious. She also prepares a half
have been looking for. An tonic that cures and prevents dan
vn
advertising source sure to bring re druff and hair falling out; restor'
tMrn
for small expenditure. Try a life to dead hair: removes mole
want ad and be convliice'i.
warts and surjerfiuous hair. Also
VIA
face powder, a freckle cure ana piru
tO ST.
Die cure and Pile cure.
All oi mew
Today, i. ear the c'oi.grcg.ilion-a- l preparations
IAJ.ST
are purely vegetable
church, one white drawnwork compounds. Have
Just added a vi
Finder i lea-- return
inhln si, read.
for treatment oi
Keward. brator machine
n Mi't South Arno street.
It
fxcm and cure of wrinkles.
3TRAVED.
.
Is also used for rheumatism, palm
y
Jei-tcow,
bTlt A Y ED A black i
and manque.
if
reward
body.
r
vlllt; under
.N.U'th
Ti3
nr nnr Tr,re mease, for a free
nro'i Loebs,
ffiund.
Cof
Second street.
.
:
fanude of Dr. Shoop's "Health your
r ,7'
fee."
If real coffee disturbs
your
except
you
kidneys,
lose
then
Anything
or
vrmr
LOST
heart
a .mmnrk
reputation is sure to be found by
try this Clever Coffee Imitation. While
want ad In The Citizen's want col- Dr. Shoop has very closely malcnea
umn.
.
old Java and Mocha Coffee in flavor
and t.iste. yet he has not even a tin
10
.MONEY LOST.
u. ui.
gle grain of real conee in
the
imitation is
Coffee
MONEY LOST Every day in
Shoop's
Health
Iowa, lvan- year bv advertising the wrong way. made from pure toasted gralr.s or principal xlnu in Illinois,
.
.."iMiii,
A Citizen want ad is money saved and cereals with malt, nuts, etc. You will wis, Miililuan.
results assured. Send in your want surelv like Health Coftee. Sold by C. North and south Dakota anil
coiimii.
N. Brlgham.
ad today.
Dutes of sale June 15. is. n. -.
tlltKKA! It
L 23. 24. 29. 3". July 1. 2, 3. 4, 5. 6. 10,
K HIT BAYAUD, N. M.. May
Yes, I Have Found th.-i- at
II...- ti,.,..wld 1i 1rlr.li,.:ite fur the 11. 12. 19. 2, and 21. Final return
t
t.
Chamber construction
Whv
and erection at this post limit October 31st.
all
eczema
and
cures
Salve
Iain's
of a aim. ooo gallon Btcel water tank
f': "vJUMa- imanner of itching of the skin.
and trestle, will be received here until
been afflicted I for man;- getyears 11 i, ,n .lime 1. and then Olielled. In
have ..Irir,
UP
,lluAHP.
Philadelphia and Return
had tO
...i.V.
furnished on application.
every nluht and formation
reserves right to accept
States
I'nited
three or four times
allay the .. ..!..,.(
Is.
,.,v
i,r,wifitt:t
wash with cold water to using
Ml... ttr nil.
ITJtllcontaining
this tl
proposals should be
velopes
terrible Itching, but since
$59.25
Itching
1K05,
the
marked lank anu iresue huh an
talve in December,
me.
Qu.ir
troubled
S.
1'.
Vestal,
not
Captain
dressed to
tias stopped ar.d has
Tickets on sale July 11. 12 ami 13.
teiniaster.
Elder Jutin i. tMiKiey, iwi""
Ketuiu limit July 2 3rd. By depositing
this ticket and paying Jl It may be
Pa. For sal bv all druggists.
"'ii
rhaiiiliciia ill's Colic, Cholera mi extended to leave Philadelphia up lo Y ;i
1.
....
MAY
N.
Remedy.
BAYAP.D.
Diarrhoea
FORT
and including July 2 1st.
probably no mcrti.ir.
1S07. Sealed proposals In triplicate
is
There
for tanking and walling a LrlcK wen made that Is relied upon with nu re
a irti uccf, c. Implicit
F r 12 Inna ej Rm) Mrtnt CCDS
1:1
15 feet in niameter.
confidence than chamber-Iain'-s
Salt Lake City and Return
Boltlcs
;rora Large
this post, will be received here until
Colic, Cholera and Plan hoe.
")f a (en
11 a. in.. June 1. and then opened. Remedy.
or
lro
During
h bold Trsdc-sur- k
third
the
application.
on
Information furnUrV-III Uultles with BUcl Trsd-sr- k
tui-In which it has been in use. peoaccept
to
$31.95
light
United Slates rerrvt
learned that it is the one
mm I ISc iur ixlile. w will sciul
a
any or ail proposals. En- ple have
or
t
that ntvpr rai a. v nei re-- 1
oi our Vienna Art Plates to
re4,
1,
velopes containing proposals should duced with water fcnd sweetened It is
3.
on
and
sale June
Tickets
ny adJrc i in tb Uniled Stale
be endorsed "Pr( pofals for Well" andu.u
vy
i
uum
inniy
uajs
ai turn nihil
r.ieaant to uke. For tale
addres.d to C'apu S. J'. Vestal, Ouar- druggl.
aJe'
terni ustt r.
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The New York Idea
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Special Excursions
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FW Eslaaiiiistl(Diii
When the system has been weakened and
the vitality lowered by illness or overwork,

?

--

o

.'Miniu-Miiu-

--

t

... unni

'"l

will supply the elements required to

build up and restore the vital forces.
It is the ideal Tonic and Fredigested
Food in liquid form.
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s
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PHARMACY

iTnnv

-

h.rveVe.r

HIS ARM IS
UK SAYS IT IS.

AS

The

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
111
Office with W. B. Childers,
West Gold avenue.
vvi,u,ii.rriii l'r2iiiit Cure.
'rii, mtlo hnv had eczema, for five
Tvritoa v a. Adams. Henri
voofa
etta, Pa. "Two of our home doctors
said the case was hopeless, nis lungs
va men emuiuveu
ni7 nnoomn
v.rv reason- h.
doctors but no henetlt resulted.
South Fourth other
By chance we read about electric diitr- - hnneht a. nottia ana soon no

.

TIIT

Irish-Americ-

F.M I'lXlYM EXT.

i.'Iltr,iT.nit

.f

o

EMPLOYMENT If you need ... work
Tne Cliizen wain vuiumn
ready means
nlsh you a quick and
or securing u at a- ihi"'""
penditure. Put a want ad in The
Citizen today and be at work tomor
row.
FOR SALE.
i

IS

tvhp

M'Intosh Browns
vs.

4s

Santa Fe Centrals

Let us Supply You

lf

v.

30

CHESBRO

Alfred Shrubb, world's champion
long distance sprinter, is to have his
Poor old Brooklyn. .Manager
first American tryout against
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
Kannaley at Uoston, Decoration nay.
has protested one of the few
victories the Trolly Dodgers have
cWxxocoooooooooooooooooox)Oooo
Since breaking into the National chalked up, and President Pulliant
League Chrlstv Mathcwson has won has intimated he will sustain the pro15a games and lost i3. His toughest test.
proposition has been the Cubs, He
wnn 20 of 3S games from them.
from California comes the rumor
that Squires has refused to meet
Thn
l,ior r,f thu Mike Sehreck
Burns because of the Burns-O'Brie- n
M.irvln ll:irt flcht at Toiuniah. Deco
ias.e jigm. oquires wuma ceria-iniget
to
a
match make
ration day. expects
a hlt ghuuij he draw the "fair"
Burns-Squire- s
of
the
11)le jnsteaj Qf tne color line.
with the winner
scrap.
champion weight
John Flanagan,
Earl Moore celebrated his resease thrower of the world, will visit the
winning
first
by
the
from Cleveland
Emerald Isle this summer to show
game he twirled for the New York the folks on the "ould sod" what
St. Louis was the vic- the
Highlanders.
looks
athlete
tim.
like.
HIGHLAND
Two years ago Bob Unglaub was
'Frisco athletes claim that Dan
a utility' player. Now he is manager-captai- n Kelly, holder of the world's record
of the Boston Americans. for 60 yards, was stalling when he
YKSTKRBAVS OAMKS.
Truly a fellow never knows what mis- claimed sprained ankle prevented him
fortunes are awaiting him.
from meeting Charley Parsons In the
,allinal l'aguc.
recent Pacific A. A. tournament at
R
Building,
Cor.
.
Cincinnati
II.
H.
At St. Louis
Occidental Life
Catcher Schlei, of the
San Francisco.
TODAY.
:
PLAY
THEY
6
WllKRK
2
t
Lout
cursed
reason
he
Beds, claims the
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.
1
umps
0
was
his
Pittsburg
Higler
that
Umpire
The intercollegiate foot ball comXfillminl 1,4'iiinic.
Batteries IJebee and Noonan; Phll-- 1 "cussed" tiim first. Now what's Harry mittee has changed the rule regardPittsburg at St. Iouis.
ippl and Gibson.
Pulliam going to do?
ing a forward pass so that the playPhiladelphia at New York,
R. H- KAt Cincinnati
ers must be at least a yard back of
lit Hoston.
0
9
T nnirfnrd3
Ameri
colored
the
Cam
Cincinnati
line when tne play is oegun. ine
Chicago at Cincinnati.
1
8
2
jumped Into the
Chicago
welterweight,
who
can
committee also rules that a forward
American
Tiger
McLean;
C'oakley
knocking
out
and
by
notoriety
Batteries
pass
crossing the goal line on a bound
New York at Washington.
Lundgren and Kllng.
Smih. Is matched to 12. tight Jeff or rolling, whether before or after
Hoston at rfudelph!a.
n
New
New
York:
At
Thome, at London. June
being legally touched, shall count as
game postponed; rain.
to the defenders of the
a touch-bac- k
HOW TUFA' STAND.
Philadelphla- Philadelphia:
Manager Joe Kelly advises batters goal.
At
they
Brooklyn game postponed; ram.
not to change their style when
National liengne.
says: "It
OIIISON 10. i AIM P 9.
strike a losing streak. He
Pet.
Lost.
Won.
Is the fellow who keeps pegging away Special Correspondence.
Iiengiie.
American
26
.7S
New .Y'ork
gets
and doesn't get discouraged who
Gibson, N. M., May. 28. Those
Cleveland-Bosto- n
8
.765
26
Cleveland:
At
Chlcago
the hits."
who were brave enougti to face the
.613 game postponed; rain.
19
Philadelphia
la
weather Sunday witnessthreatening
WHKhington-Phll.56 7
At lVuhln?liin1
Pittsburg
One of the best suggestions of the ed a very exciting and evenly match.40 delphia ttwo games) postponed; wet
19
13
Huston
out
ed game of ball between Gallup and
season is that umpires be taken
.364 grounds.
21
12
Cincinnati
Gibson on the latter's grounds. Both
of the hands of the different leagues
.2S6
25
10
naLoul
St.
a
of
control
teams played a fast game of amateur
the
placed
under
and
.21 'J
t
Most Important Engagement Brooklyn
Western ruKiic.
ball. The feature of the game, howboard.
tional
ever, was the lack of any wrangling
It. H- E.
At Des Moines
in the History of AlAmerican Lfiiguc.
7
the
5
hold
On.,
teams
2
.
.
on the part of the players. This
,.
Two Atlanta,
p t. Des Moines
Lost.
Won
1
for scores during the '07 sea- from a spectator's view is a very imrecord
.617 Omaha
buquerque
10
23
Chicago
who
portant feature.
to 29. The scribe
Uutterli.s Miller. Clark and Shan- - son. 46 tv,,.
.647
12
22
Cleveland
if:. mo fflt It necessary to
The score was 10 to 9 in favor of
600'non; Thompson and clouding.R- H. E.
12
18
was
game
Detroit
of
the
Gibson.
feature
the
that
add
At
Midi
Pueblo
y
15
15
New York
0 the heavy hitting oi oom siuea.
The same teams meet again sun-da5 12
,452 Pueblo
17
both,
14
s grounds and
Philadelphia
Gallup
on
:
"y
412 i si""
20
14
t, sat teams promise a game equally us
St. Louis
- r.
....... ..... xi..,.
jacuson mm
liatteries
.341
21
11
Hoston
or Lincinnau good as the game of Sunday.
Msfled
buncn
Snies.
.mu
with
his
anil
wiiii
.....i
19
.321
9
Washington
called at end of elgntn in-- 1 Kens, aim aner
(Game
NATIONAL CO.
,
,
i twirling
recruits win Keep me irun. THE COLORADO
Wow-terASSUICA.'NCfc; SUCItii.
LIFE
fans
If
Porktown
E.
Wonder
is.
It
H.
R.
as
t
Denver
Pet.
Los
Won.
"An old line" Insurance company,
1 are as well satisfied?
6
2
..V.tl
And The
Denver
13
19
with ample capital, solid, conservaDes Moines
.591
U
15
20
liberal conZalu'ky
Omaha
;
Brooklyn made t wo "ins recently tive, progressive. Writes
.556
COMPANY
13
Batteries Bo'h'an'no'n' and
16
-Denve r . . .
way. With two men on tracts of insurance and investment,
queer
ww..
a
In
,
i
.548 7 llamc ""ailed
14
17
I
Lincoln
St
Louis catcher. Prewitt & Prewitt, Managers, Comat end of the twelfth bases Noonan.
.406
19
13
Sioux City
UireCllon OI
missed a third strike on Hummel. mercial Club building.
)
Inning
.333
ueblo
ii
Grey iM.ske
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Soaps, Nail
Brushes,
Scissors,
Brushes, Manicure
Corn Files,
Corn Plasters,
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Tulctini Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc

-.-

t

ft A

Bath

0-- 8,

iv

l;i i(l

I..

THURSDAY, MAY

Toilet Accessories

m

iit

Columbus, 2;

Cl'lUMlllU

TO SHOW
.OOI

In- -

t

exxraxxocoexxooo

BATH

Tolo- -

l

STA M M

M P

2;

and has
Knnzi-'l..r tlic
arid
ii lvnl haniNoiue gray umfornis, comany team
is unxlotis t' nie,-years,
15
aim
pnaeil of boys unili
i luill.'iiu.'
ttio AlbumieriiUf
hi
For particulars
boys to play ball.
addrvss J. Felipe Hulibell, Jr., captain and manager, I'.ijanto, N. M.
O
the veteran base ballFrank
inan.iKer, lias piven up the manugelie
ment of the Puelil.i Indians.
gives as his reason for doing so that
his health Is breaking again, but the
LTfiicrnl fiiiliiimi ts lhut tin is diseour- ageil with the Indians.
They don't
seem to be able to win.
1'ueuio is
a good base ball town, too.
O
SPORTINO XOIKS.
A New Castle, I'a., preacher will
preach a sjieclal sermon to ba.-'- ball
players.

1-

I

Louisville,

:

10

UP
-

I,,,,, IU

mid-seas-

-

i

111'

on the Athletics

1

T

.

Tl, I'.L.ri:,. ,:,o

One 50 foot lot on High Street in
$300
Highlands
Three lots corner Hill and Tijeras $600
and
Four lots between Second
$1400
Third, Coal Avenue
Three lots between Second- and
$130u
Third on Lead Avenue
Undivided half interest in 3 - lots
$ 800
corner Silver and Fifth

MONEY to LOAN

-

1.

1B07.

.

-'t.

kv.At. 2. Loui--

P A.I

personal rnornnTY loans

Asx-Bltln-

Minneapolis,
Al Minin'Htiolis:
Kanns Ity, 1.:
St. Paul, fi; MllWallI'ii ul
At

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

I Classified Advertisements

2.

Ti l SOW. MAY

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Sold by all Druggists and Grocers
in cases of 1 Doz. Large or 2 Doz. Split Bottles
Anheuser-Busc- h

St. Louis, Mo.
Brewers of the

Famous Budweiser Beer

si? "34

m

ALBUQUERQUE

Tt'T'.StvW. MAY IS. I!07.

1

GROWS

FIGHT

INTERESTING

IS

Opponents Have
Pledged Themselves to the
Support of Taft for the
Presidency.

AlbMqperaMe Forces Ahead
$555,000.00

Popular Supposition is That
ton Mas Been Promised

List Compiled May

Bur-

Fora-ker-

's

May 2S.- - FTini
nil
reliable, thouKh not offia
story
source,
comes
which, if
cial
true, sheds a went white liKht cm
Plesldej't lt'mscvplt's intense Inirrct
u t)i
in tile
factional contest
now
in Ohio,
Tile story is
that the Interests which have united
in Ohio to wane war on the I'nrakcr-liic- k
01 emissatlon
have pledged
themselves to the carrying uu, of
the following program:
William Howard Taft, to be elect
ed president as the successor of
Theodore Jioosevelt.
Nicholas L,ongworth, to be elected
I'nlted Mates senator as the succes
sor of Joseph It. Koraker taking his
seat March 4. 190!.
Theodore Hurton. to be elected
t'r.lted Suites senator as the SI1CCOH- for of Cli n I. s Dick, taking his seat
March 4. r.Ul.
Tlio Ohio Harmony Projrriini.
As a matter of course, it Is not
possihle to secure absolute confirmation of this story, but many of the
surrounding
circumstances
would
seem to i ndicate its probability. The
most striking of these circumstances
iuis the refusal of the Taft following
to .accept the peace program ml- aneen ny t,eorge li. Cox and en
dorsed by Senator Foraker.
Cox
as
proposed that Senator
Dick,
chairman of the state executive com
mittee, call a conference of party
workers, to " Inchl'He state officials,
senators and representatives in congress and county chairmen, and that
at this conference Taft be indorsed
for president, Foraker for
tion to the senate and Gov. Harris
for another term as state executive.
The suggestion was hailed as an
Adhnrn, U .one. icuJculated jto
party harmony mid assure the
continuance of Ohio in the republi
can column.
Senator Foraker an
nounced t lint he would abide by the
decision of such a conference, and
the plan appeared so advantageous
to the Taft cause that no one douoted
it would be successful. Senator Dick
promptly fell in line and issued a
call for the conference, and the
country accepted as a fact that party war in Ohio had been avertud.
Then the Taft people explodeu a
bomb shell by announcing that they
would not be bound by any endorsement Vf Senator Forakf d' by the
conference. No explanation was advanced of this remarkable stand,
but
Senator
Foraker promptly- - interpreted It as meaning that he was
marked for slaughter and retracted
proIlls endorsement of the Cox
gram, unuouueeing that he would
not be bound by such presidential
endorsement of Taft. There being
no longer hope of peace, Dick cancelled the conference call.
PrcMilciit Against l'oruker.
The popular assumption
at the
time was that Hurton had been
promised Foraker's seat, though this
was somewhat illogical from the
fact that both liurton and Dick live
In northern Ohio while the senator-shi- p
which Foraker holds belongs to
tile southern half of the state. There
also was a report that the Taft people were inclined to acceptance of
the Cox program, but that because
's
of Mr.
intense hostility
to Senator Foraker he made rejection of It the price of administration support for Taft. Now we are
told that the Cox program had to
be rejectee! because of the promotion to the senate of Longworlh. the
president's
was a foundation part of the "interdependent
mutuality of Interest" which is expected to secure the Ohio delegation
for Taft and land him in the
hlte
House.
I.onguortli for Senator.
thirty-figh- t
Mr. Long worth is about
years old and is the scion of
a wealthy and aristocratic Cincinnati family. The young man had a
taste for politics, and "practical"
politics made an especial appeal to
him. Instead of asking any odds
because of his wealth and social position, he enlisted as a private in
George Ji. Cox's Hamilton county
machine and did ward work like any
ordinary "heeler."
He had graduated from Harvard and the Cincinlaw
and hud hung out
nati school of
his shingle in Cincinnati.
With conspicuous ability. wealth
and a pleasing personality, his advance in the Cox ranks was bound
to be rapid. In 1HSS he was elected
a member of the board of education, and the next year was sent to
the lower house of the state assembly, being elected a state senator two
years later. In the latter body he
served as chairman of the committee on cities and his work on a new
municipal code for the state attracted wide attention.
He was elected
to the ;.Mh and Etth congresses, and
th ugh considerable opposition de- Vel oped ag.iinst him. last November
was eie t"d to the ti)ih congress.
W ilel Longtvorih came to congress
his frie ds. having In mind his ser- vice in the Ohlo legislature, predict
ed for him a brilliant career.
Hut
his Seli'iS at the capitol have beet)
holly in.-.spleuous. In fact. lie
has done no notable thing since c 'III- h'llgtoll except to Weil the
in.; I i
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10.000.00

rooms......

residence. Copper Avenue, between Tth and 8th
Streets
W. It. Whitney, residence, 302 South 'Walter Street
Congregatlonul Mission, south of city
W. H. Pooth, residence, 701 West Coal, six rooms
Armory for N. JI. X. G. Money for Armory has been appropriated, the city to furnish site
,

Cannon Also Aspirant.
Speaker Cannon is the latest presidential aspirant to Hnd himself embarrassed by the overzealousness of
his friends. Senator Hopkins, In an
Interview given out at Chicago, declared that "Uncle Joe" had experienced a change of heart and Instead
of being the king of the "stand-pat-lerwas now in favor of revision
t
of the tariff.
Senator Cannon was in Washington
when the Hopkins interview appeared, and the correspondents, llocked
about him for confirmation or denial
of its correctness. Did ever aspiring
statesmen have harder trial to face?
If he repudiated in toto the utterance
of Hopkins, there would be no hope
of consideration at the hands of the
constantly growing number of revisionists. If he confirmed what Hopkins said, the '"stand-patters- "
would
drum him out of camp.
Put the
speaker was equal to the emergency.
He gave out an interview- - expressing
disbelief that any revision of the
tariff would be attempted by the 60th
congress, leaving his views as to the
ultimate revision a matter of

Mow

10,000.00
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PANG
HITS WALL

sip
Stocks Are Forced to Bedrock.
Fall of Standard Oil
The Cause.
New York, May 2S, 1907.

The market has undergone another
reaction, which brought many prices
down to about the level of the March
panic. There were various influences
at work contributing to this result,
in the first place, some very important speculative accounts which have
been hanging over tne market for
the last two months have been in
process of liquidation, and discovery
of this fact gave the bears an opportunity for renewed
onslaughts.
The rather severe government report
on Standard Oil also tended to unsettle values, inasmuch as it induced
Irritation and timidity in Important
financial circles. There Is no denying
the fact that the general hostility of
public opinion towards corporalons
has
a
upon
deterrent
effect
new enterprises, and causes more or
Ichh cautiousness on the part of capi
tal, u is quite true that many of the
criticisms aimed at corporations have
been merited, and that much of the
opposition towards them has worn
the appearance of public hvsterla.
Nevertheless, the latter phase will in
due season pajuj off and our corporations will be more honestly and more
fairly managed; so the ultimate result simuld lie satisfactory t
the
public ami stockholders alike. The
interval of discussion and reformation, however. Is sure to lie more or
less disquieting and values mav be
temporarily unsettled In
We are also in for a renewal of tariff
agitation until after the presidential
election; which need not cause much
disquiet since many of our manufacturers desire a tariff readjustment
and would tie actually benefited by
suitable changes. Another, and perhaps the most important element of
depression, Is the continued outpouring of short-ternotes or other securities, several adilitiou.il
Issues
having been announced this week.
These Insistent demands for new capital when the supply of the latter is

10,000.00
10,000.00
8,000.00
8,000.00
7.000.00

Improvement Company

V. Anson, flats. Marble Avenue, 6 room flats
Store building. Central Avenue, two stories; n.imo and location
withheld

A.

Fair and

modern slaughter house, south of city
O. Hachechi, residence, North 2nd, between Grand Avenue and
Marquette, 9 rooms
'. , , ,
M. O. Chadbourne, residence, 6 rooms . ;
P. G. Sanchez, residence, North 11th Street, g rooms
E. W. Fee, residence, 614 West Coal Avenue
Michael, two stories. South Second Street, between Atlantic and
Pacific Avenues
f

5,000.00

Frank Ackerman, Forrester Place, two houses, 6 rooms each..,
Name withheld by request, residence, western part of town, seven

3.600.00
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University Heights Imp. Co.
OFFICE,

rREE

9, CROMWELL BLOG.
Opposite First National Bank.
AUTOMOBILE TO THE PROPERTY
ROOM

f vm.Mtl

rMTMffirmmnira-- i
3. D. Eakin. President
Q. Oioml, Vice President.

um

Chas. Mellnl,

cretvj;

O. Bschechl, Trcacmror.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to

MCLINI & EAKIN, and

ACHECHI A GIOMI.

WHOLKBALK DEALER

IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kuip
tvrythtng la stock to outfit tbo
most fastidious bar oomplot

W

xcluslvs agents In tha Southwest for Jsa. .
l?"vM.be,B PP,nte
ochlitz, Wm. I.emp and St. Louts A. B. C. Breweries; Ytllowstoii.
Green River, 'V. H. McBreyer'e Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Men.
rch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous ts msntlen.
E ARE N0T COMPOUNDERS.
't. .
.v
arUcle M rece,Te br
trom tae best Uertee.
Distilleries and Breweries In tae United Stat s. Call and Inspect
oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Cstalome and Prise
tlst.
Issued to dealers only.

"l?"

A. O. BILICKE

i

and JOHX

S. MITCHEM, Invite tliclr friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

The Hollenbech Hotel
'

Los Angeles, California

Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach Una cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
.

ooo

The &f. fe.imo

0

BARNETT,

Prop'r

2 0 West Railroad

Avenue

JOSEPH

004

000C3j j
Finest Whiskies

Wines, Brandies, Etc.

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOM
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EXCURSION
-T-

O-

Announcement

Colorado

Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the Instal
lation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.

And Principal Eastern Points

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

via

On Sale Daily
Jung 1st to Sept. 30th

s

..

THE VALTJ0V RANCH
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IMtOPDSALS

FOR lil.'l I.II.Vi JS. Department of the Interior. ( "ffU e of
Indian affairs. Washington, D. I'., May
l.', 1 0 7 . Sealed n nios,i Ix plainly
marked on the outside of the sealed
envelope. "Pi opio-al.- t
for Ituildings,
Navajo
Kxtensioti. Arizona." and
to
addressed
the
l.'oiiimisluner
of
IndiJn
Washington,
Affair.
('.. will
he
l.
received
until
m.. uii June 15. 1J07, for
furnishing materials and labor necessary to
and complete certain school buildings. !c. on the Navajo Intension. Arizona, in strict accordance with plins. lipeclrtcatlons.
and Instruction to bidder which may
be examined at this olli.-ethe offices
of the "improvement Hulletin," Minneapolis, Mum., "(.'onstruction News"
I'hicuno. 111.. "American 'oiitractor,"
I'hicaito. 111.; Citizen." Alhunuei-quNew Mexico, "Arizona
Republican."
Phoenix. Arizona. Huil lei and Trad
er-- .
Kxclianges, St. Paul. Minn.. Min
neapolis, Minn.. Omaha.
North.
M a ii uf.ii ii rer
Western
Si. P.. ill. Minn., I In 1.1. is Kxehanne
I'uruuico. Colo., and
Alleles. Cal
ifornia, the Indian Warehouse. Chl- Mo.,
ill.,
buns.
iiiinha
io.i Sao Pi aiii
Ca
.el,
and at the
"tiice or tlie Additional Farmer. Kor
fuiiher inf o iii.iuoo address
J
. .al
i:.
Jl.unril,
Fanner
C
ia
Ariz.
ti).,:i liabl. c.
l.A li li A t; Kl'.. acting- c numissiouer.
Subscribe for Tlio fcTtriTiij CilUca
P-

Low rites, long limit, tickets ac
cepted on Limited and alt other
train. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back cast. We
are all going. Why not you?

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

,

USE

DIAMOND

i
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Tbe BradnuJ Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ca.

WIN Only Sell
Lots at These Prices.

3,000.00
2,300.00
1,900.00
1,800.00

0X)00O000O000
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600.00

3,000.00

R&yb Lamp

n

.
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Wick Blue Flame 00

i

!

Only $10 Down; Balance $5 Month
No Interest. No Taxes.

3,500.00

NEW PERFECTION

i

i i

l

i.

t

.

50 Beautiful Resident Lots
$25 to $150 Each

4,000.00

Meat

I

i.l.--

.1

The verv best investment in the city

4,000.00

Right

i

H--

ml,.-Ml' il

4,000.00

Just tiie

:

I

4,000.00

.$855,100.00

w
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HEIGHTS

6,000.00

rooms
Improvement on Iloscnwald Block, corner Third street and Cen- tral Avenue
S. X. Palling, storage and bakery, 1st Street, between Gold and
Silver Avenues, two stories
Jones, residence. North High Street, between Central Avenue
and Copper Avenue, 7 rooms
I.. II. Ingley, residence, 913 North 2nd Street, 6 rooms
X. Framton, residence, Xorth High Street, 5 rooms
John T. Snowbrldge, residence, Forrester Tlacc, 5 rooms

i

I. HHiU

6.000.00

Company,

Total

Way

Under

UNIVERSITY

'j, 000. 00

aireaay practically exhausted. are ly reported, but replanting Is steadily
Sly Ilost Friend.
on and it is altogether too soon
anything but reassuring.
If not re- going
Alexander
Benton who lives "
strained they will bring on another to secure a reliable estimate of the
severe attack of iinanciul Indigestion. 'acreage on this staple. Corn Is not! Rural Route 1, Fort Kdward, X. T.
Doubtless the needs of the railroads yet planted, and thouch a late start! says: "Dr. King's New Discovery I.
which have been the chief applicants is unfavorable, it is also too early to my best earthly friend. It cured m
are imperative, but they come at an act upon crop killing theories, since of asthma six years ago. It has aUo
extremely
Inconvenient time. and there is an abundance of time in performed a wonderful cure of incipient consumption for my son's
should be deferred as far as possible, which all defects may be overcome.
or charged In part against earnings.
prospect of the stock market Is wife. The first bottle ended the ter
The 'bond market is still in a much forThe
moderate fluctuations.
Possibly rlble cough, and this accomplished
congested
large
condition
and
general tendency will be down-- I the other symptoms left one by one
amounts are held awaiting lodgment tha
wards, especially In the absence of so until she was perfectly well. Dr
in investors' strong boxes.
What is
large operators, but pronounced King's New Discovery power ovei
most needed Is a period of rest which many
declines are almost certain to bring coughs and colds is simply marvel
would check new demands and give substantial
No other remedj
has eve
such as we have ous."
the country an opportunity to create witnessed therallies
equalled it. Fully guaranteed by a!
past few days.
a fresh supply of capital from surdruggists.
E0c and $1.00.
Trial
bot
plus earnings. New capital can only
HENRY CLEWS.
tie free.
be obtained from savings or profits in
business, but these are frequently-threateneby great increases in expenses and general national extravagance. Economy will soon be one of
the Important necessities in providing
a fresh supply of capital.
The money situation is again attracting attention. Kates are not unduly high, but the possibility of gold
exports, which at one time seemed
probable, produced more or less unFor some time past our
easiness.
trade balances have shown a tendency to diminish, in spite of the large
(
l
)
Increase In exports; and the recent
THE
advances In wheat and cotton naturU
J.
))
NEW
ally tended to discourage export def
No matter what you (i
mand. At the moment, however, the
II
STOVE
OIL
conditions are not favorable to gold
may wish to cook,
exports. Secretary Cortelyou has It
the New Perfection
In his power to withdraw government
funds now on deposit with the banks.
Oil Stove will give you just the right degree of heat
This would quickly check any efflux
instantly. No uncertainty with this stove. It's
of gold, and at the same time leave
the perfected oil stove embodies new features, new
the secretary In a better position for
aiding the money market later on in
principles. On washing and ironing days the
case of necessity.
The business outlook continues
complex and opinions .vary w idely as
to prospects.
There Is a brisk demand for iron products and for cotton goods,
ltoth are going actively
Into consumption and such products
aie In many Instances sold well ahead
Cook-Stov- e
Into 1908. In other directions reports
are not so favorable and manufacturers are looking ahead with more or
will cut the work in two. Gives quick results withless conservatism
the high costs of
out overheating the kitchen. Made in three sizes.
commodities
and labor not only
checking demand, but making extenEvery stove warranted. If not at your dealer's,
sive future operations more or less
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.
already
are
hazardous. Our railroads
feeling quite seriously the increased
costs of operation.
Net earnings fie.
The
quently show Important declines In
spite of heavy gains in gross, and
railroad managers are beginning to
Introduce various economics; to shut
is the best lamp for
household
down on unnecessary improvements,
and to reduce operating forces as far
use. Made of brass throughout and beau
as possible. Such movements are not
tifully nickeled. Perfectly constructed;
at all general, but they are multiplying and are significant indications of
absolutely safe; unexcelled in light-givin- g
business reaction, which is now repower; an ornament to any room. Every
garded as much more probable than
nix months ago. In this connection
lamp warranted. If not at your dealer's,
the attitude of labor is Inipootant.
write to our nearest agency.
since the advance in wages is one of
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
generthe most Important causes for
tlnoorporatadi
ally high costs. In all probability the
advance wage movement has reached
Its zenith, and the time is not very
distant when either concessions will
have to be made or business curtailed,
0000XD0D0K5e0K3OeKMs
throwing more or less hands out of
employment.
SEASON IS NOW
Speculation on the stock exchange
was somewhat more active, owing to
the liquidation referred to above. As
now oMrato tlie IVms Hunch (formerly tlio fttjiurks ranch)
soon as prices began to reach previat tli lit'tuluau-- r of the IVi-oously low records, there was a tenrlvrr, where we inn avconiinodute
dency towards recovery on the ground
IlllVt'll gllt'MlS.
We run accommodate twenty-llv- n
t The Valley Ran-li- .
that many shares will be attractive so
Will send our wagons to meet any train eiiv4
long as present dividend
ut . lor let a. If no(llltd by let-payments
or
Are
to curry comfortably iiartleo of any
are maintained.
There was fair buyiiiiiiiImt to any anil all Kin(n on tin- - river. Write for rule.
ing for a rally, which prevented the
M. . 'I'eleeraniK uddrcHMed to us at
AlilnM letter to 1'ecort.
spread of further apprehension. The
Clorieta will lie telephoned to u without delay.
recent sharp rise in wheat was. of
course, detrimental to the stock mar
ket. There are reasons for believing,
however, that the damage to both
winter and spring w heat has been
Of3K3eK3XiC)XOOeK)030
considerably exaggerated.
The season is unquestionably backward, fully
two weeks behind the average; but
t lie condition of wheat Is often better OeOeK3OeX5OsK5000000
00OOC0XDO0eX)sKeXe)Oe
than lias been reported, and should
we have warm weather In June or
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
July, the chances are still for an aver,
age crop.
Cotton is very backward
ft. P. HALL. Proprl0tor
and a decrease in acreage was actual
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings. Pulleys, Grade liars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroo
Fronts for Buildings.
No woman's happi-nc- s
Itopmlro on Mining and Htm Mmohtnory m Mpeolmlty
can be complete
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. at

r

Kiimx

two stnrii

without children; it
is her nature to love
and want them
as much eo as it is
to love tha beau- iI.m'.
l'l::l.n..i.-ful and ruri
i's ii'iiuiii.uion.
York li.tt; u t it nl the The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pas,
- ,i.
lima', ni in Iiy
however, is so fraught with drea 1, pain, suffering and danger, that the
K'
very thought of it tills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
Hull, liu
lu
..!ii:iit!-.!lans in
necessity tor the reproduction of life to he either painful or dangerous.
s, r u ly t
The usei.f Mother's Friend so prepare the system for the coming e wnt
Mill .in in HI v
HI. IV tj
This great and wonderful
ll il that it i s.ifely passed without any danger.
t, li
II
is always ap- remedy
1
hi
.ii
plied externallv, and
lit..
has carried thousands
,i::r.-iof women through the
"
,V
'
J
'.'.!l"l
trying i
without suffering.
f
f .r him. h:
;

iinrt-

improvements

K. B. Sellers, Secretary University Heights

D. Weinman

l.e,seelt.

I'le-ide-

D.

J. Loch, residence, 2nd and Now York Avenues, 10

and 1 oitchou ISimiiic--.
Ills been given to two etu- :d, nihil booms during the
days.
I'osiofhi e employe-'- ,
Vo: k. liamicted and
leorne 1. Oiriclvou. secre-ii- e
treitury. and prominent
.
an- h iv
.i' i
l'r l
f.iv..r i.f in- - smie'n Hi- -

Kw
la, I :t'.ls

1907, by

.

lioo-evell-

son-in-la-

1,

Santa Fe Tie Pickling riant, south of city
$150,000.00
U. S. Government and Postoffice P.uilding, 4th and Go' J
100.000.00
Santa Fe V. M. C. A. and Heading p.ooni Central Avenue, be- tween 1st and tracks
60,000.00
Luna and Strickler ltlock, office and store building. Second and
Copper, three stories and basement, $0x130 feet
40,000.00
Grot-- . Kelly and Company, wholesale
grocery. Central Avenue
and railroad tracks; main building, two stories, SOxlOO feet;
warehouse, one story, 40x400 feet; approximate cost
30,000.00
A. W. Anson, terrace. 4th and Marble, four houses, 7 rooms
each
13.000.00
GraiU Huildlng, niricw and store building. 3rd and Copper, three
Ftorles and basement. BOxSO feet
IS, 000. 00
Mann Building, office and stores. Copper Avenue, between 2nd
and 3rd, two stories and basement 50x142 feet; approximate
cost
10,000.00

Seat.

il

Building

k

IS TO BE SENATOR;

A".i k'i
I'cliu.'ii

CITIZEN".

STATE

BUCKEYE

Foraker-Dic-

EVENING

Soiitliuperii

i

Ilrewery

4t

lee Couipany.

,

COAL

Genuine American block, per
"
tS.K
Cerrillo Lump
18.50
Anthracite Nut
SH.50
Anthracite mixed
19.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace

$.M

1

Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.
Green M1U Wood, per

M.Oe

load.... Ills

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both

rhone.

ALBUQUERQUE

9

The ALBUQUERQUE

t

TELEGRAPH!

IF

MARKETS

The following quotations were reby F. J. Graf St Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 87. Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. H.:

.

X

!?

EVENING CITIZEN

YOU

CITIZEN.

TlEsDW. MY 2.

HAVE

W

DYSPEPSIA

ceived

;S

EVENING

A

Or any other form of Stomach trouble we urge a fnlr trial of the Bitter.
Hundreds and hundreds of times Jt
has proven its wonderful merit during the pa
53 years and it is Just
as effective today.

New York Stocks.
.$11.22
October Cotton
. S37s
Amalgamated Copper
,.120
American Sugar
Hostetter's
.H3V
American Smelters
0
American Car Foundry ... .. 35
Stomach
.. 87
Atchison
. 55
Anaconda
,. 2Vt
Bitters
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit . . .' ,. 49 ',i
J
. 167
BROGAN
F.
Pacific
Canadian
WILLIAM
W. S. STRICKLER
is compounded In
28 H
Colorado Fuel
accordance with
Chicago Great Western com... 914
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDENT
STOMACH
Jjj
33'
Cheasapeake and Ohio
the Pure Drug
20
Krlo com
Act of June 30,
54
Kile first preferred
1906, and can,
50 '4
a. N. Ore Ctfs
therefore, be re1091
Louisville and Nashville
fix ely eqvipped job department,
19
Mexican Central
lied on. It has
72 V,
Missouri Pacific
made an unequalbest advertising medio! ix t1ie southwest,
6fH4
National Lead
of
led
record
109
New York Central
leading republican
ix xfav mexico,
74
cures of
Norfolk
121 H
Northern Pacific
southwest,
boosting Albuquerque axd
32
Sick Headache,
Ontario and Western
119
Pennsylvania
r.
-- square
Flatulency,
republican' principles axd
deal."
Heading
984
Indigestion,
1 8
Hock Island com
74 Vi
Sour Risings,
and auxiliary news service. Southern Pacific
associated press
17
Southern Hallway com
Cost I venes,
124 V
St. Paul
or Billonsne.
V. S. 8. com
31'
Be sure to try it.
97
IV S. S. pfd
133 U
Union Pacific
re,ene Cananea .,
144
78 H
Copper Range . .'
81
North Butte
24
Butte Coal
161
Calumet and Arizona
THE CUB'S CORNER
The New Mexico Irrigation Celebration, to be held at Carlsbad July
2H
Santa Fe Copper
deserves success in every way.
5
m
It will be held under the provisions of
Helvetia
OOOOOCX3CXXXXXXXXXXX
17 Vi
No. 7 of the 87th legislative assembly, and Is to commemorate the Shannon
47
first delivery of water under the great Hondo project at Roswell, the Carls- Old Dominion
Safe to Live There Now.
Total sales 681.900 shares.
bad project at Carlsbad and the active work of construction on the great
Money closed 1 V4 per cent.
Marshal Renner wears a blue suit
It Is not a local affair by any
Elephant Butte project on the Rio Grande.
with
brass buttons, and Is going to
means and should be of paramount interest to every person interested In the
get a policeman's helmet. West
Sunininry of Conditions.
The big irrigation projects of the federal reclamaMay
future of New Mexico.
28. American
New
York.
(O.) Indicator.
tion service promise to aid more than anything else at present in the ad- stocks In London heavy and mostly
vancement and development of New Mexico and the redemption of her lands lower.
Help!
London market generally depressed
For that reason the celebration of the opening of the big
from the. desert.
with copper stocks especially weak, I bought a pair of summer pants,
Hondo project Is most certainly In order.
lower.
and consols
And a Panama at cost,
While locally, the affair is not of such great Importance. It should neverLondon settlement began today and But I've
no chance
theless be encouraged because anything that helps one portion of this terri- transactions are now for new ac- To wear had
the pants.
tory, helps indirectly, all other portions and New Mexico should boost for count.
And my Panama's a frost.'
Crops In Kansas In critical condiNew Mexico.
The Carlsbad Argus puts the matter plainly in the following
tion on account of frosts.
My winter clothes have clone service.
editorial:
Loaning rate on American stocks In
From November until June;
"The Argus is much gratified at the liberal mention by the territorial London
4 Vi per cent.
in a quandary, 1 swear.
In
Almost
Carlsbad.
press of the coming Irrigation celebration, to be held
gold exports expected on I'm
Further
summer pants I'll have to wear
Those
mencomplimentary
given
every paper of any standing in the territory has
Thursday's steamer.
December's breezes chill the
Six inches of snow In many parts When air.
tion of the celebration, but all of them labor under the same erroneous ImIt is not; It Is strictly a terri- of Michigan.
pression, that Is, that It is a Carlsbad affair.
summer
don't come soon.
If
Strong demand for stocks In loan
torial affair, and while Carlsbad was chosen as the place for its holding It
crowd.
legislature
or
the
of
was not the intention of the framers of the resolution
Large accumulation of money in
He Won the Bet.
that the 'celebration should be confined to such narrow limits. It was In- banks
and low loaning rate make enFrom,
express
to
opportunity
an
given
tended that the whole territory should be
gagements of gold for Paris especially lowing: Yuma, Ariz., comes the folIts appreciation of the work done by the United States reclamation service, easy at present.
When the Dunkards were In Yuma,
and Carlsbad was designated as the place because of the fact that the CarlsPat Sullivan, a customs clerk, took a
Chicago Livestock.
bad project was the first of the three projects In the .territory to furnish
party
fifty of them under his proChicago, May 28. Cattle receipts tecting ofwing,
water to those holding land under it. Every town In the territory has been 2500.
taking them to the govBeeves $4.35 Si'
steadv.
Market
service,
by
by
reclamation
the
work
done
Indirectly
directly or
benefited
the
6.50; cows $1.75i4.75; heifers $2.60 ernment hill, from whence they could
proposed
good
celebrntion
Is'as
(Vi
the
view of both city and
a
to
derived
obtain
from
the benefits
much entitled
and
45.40; calves $4.60 6.75 good to
as Is Carlsbad, and It is the desire of all Its citizens that this fact should be prime steers $5.45 if)' 6.50; poor to me- valley. When he reported yesterday
Carlsbad will furnish amusements for those who dium $4.305.40; stockers and feed- to Bob Anderson, who is vegetating
thoroughly understood.
at the De Spain ranch, the city mar$3.00 5.15.
attend the celebration, and see to it that all have the time of their lives; ersSheep
receipts 11,000.
Market shal said:
but Carlsbad and all of Its citizens have no desire to detract from the wide steady to strong.
6.40;
"You are a nice hypocrite to be
$4.50fa
Western
scope of the resolution under which the celebration is to be held by localizing yearlings $6.10i6.70; lambs $6.25
showing church parties around the
the affair.
7.50; western $6.25 7.90.
moral vineyard of Yuma, aren't you?
Why, I'll bet you $5 that you can't reKansas City Livestock.
cite
the Lord's prayer."'
reKansas City, May 28. Cattle
"Ill bet you $10 that I can," receipts 9000. Market steady to 10c plied Sullivan.
higher. Southern steers $3.500i 5.26;
'"Go ahead and say it," said Bob.
That the sentiment Is growing to secure of Governor Raynolds a com- southern cows $2.50 (it 3.75; stockers ' Pat began:
half-wittat Hillsboro, there and feeders $3,500)5.00; bulls $3.40 U "Now I lay me down to sleep,
mutation of sentences for the two
$3.75)6.00; western fed I pray the Lord my soul to keep;
can be no doubt.
This is demonstrated by the large' petitions being sent to 4.65; calves 5.65;
western fed cows If I should die before 1 wake
4.25
THEATRE! Startine A A
the governor almost dally and Is reflected In the editorial utterances of the steers
Thursday 411
the Lord my soul to take."
papers of New Mexico,
The Las Vegas Optic believes, as does The Citizen, $3.004.60.
receipts 7000. Market strong. I pray
Sheep
3 NIGHTS I may V V
win," said Bob, as he pushed
the New Mexican, and other paper and l c'tnp)entlng upon the sad case Muttons $5. 5048. 80; lambs $6.60f( the"You
money
to Pat. "I'm blamed
of these two murderesses say:
8.60; range wetiiers $5.004j7.25; fed If I believedover
Extra Matinee Decoration Day
you knew it."
"Down In Sierra county.'two women, or rather mere children, have been ewes $4.506.80.
convicted of murder and have been sentenced by the trial juuge to hang.
Produce Market.
Greater Than the Nation.
"One of the girls Is a native, 16 years old, and the other, her nergo serChicago, May 28. Closing quota
vant, 1$ years old.
The evi- tions:
Their victim was the native girl's husband.
There U a certain Congressman
who, whatever authority he may hold
dence showed that the two girls, both of whom are" Intensely ignorant, had
Wheat July 98 Vi: Sept. 99.
In the' councils of state, is of comCorn May 64 H; July 6 3 Vi f .
been threatened with death from a third party, unless they got rid of the
paratively minor Importance In his
Oats May and July 47 V4.
child-wife- 's
Thoroughly frightened, they administered poison to
husband.
Direct 'From
Pork May $16.22 Vi: July $16.30. own household, says Success Indeed,
When they were brought
him and he died. The two girls made no defense.
It
unkindly Intimated that
July
May
5 Months Tour of
Vi.
been
$9.07
$9.00;
has
Lard
way,
circumall
the
In
ignorant
Judge
simply
they
told
their
beforeithe trial
his wife is "the whole thing "in their
Mexico and Cuba
Ribs May $8.72 Vi; July $8.75.
stances of the killing In all Its horrible details, with no apparent realization
establishment.
of
guilty
of
a
Jury
verdict
Money
returned
The
Market.
of the enormity of their crime.
Representative
and Mrs. Blafnk
New York. May 28. Prime mer- had been to Baltimore one afternoon.
The
Wl'b
murder in the first degree and made no recommendation for mercy.
paper 5 Vi per cent; money on When they left the train at Washjudge, under a strict construction of the law, could do nothing but sentence cantile easy
Mack
per cent; silver ington, on their return, Mrs. Blank Geo. E.
call
hang.
to
them
,
and strong
6 7V&C.
umbrella,
which
discovered
her
that
should
record
In
New
The
Mexico.
hung
woman
ever
o'prlnclpalsi
has
been
"No
had been intrusted to the care of he-.- ' cut
not be broken in this case. It would be a blot on the fair name of the terriMetnl Market.
was missing.
New York. May 28. Lead nominal, husband,
tory to have the news go out to the world that these two Ignorant children
"Where's my umbrella?" she dePresenting
copper
4i
24
25.
Raynolds
the
is
Acting
Governor
borders.
within
been
her
executed
have
manded.
only mfen who can now prevent It.
If he will commute their sentence to
"I'm afraid I've forgotten It, my
St. Louis Wool Market.
life Imprisonment, society will be relieved of their presence and they will
steady; dear," meekly answered the conSt. Louis, May 28. Wool
gressman. "It must still be in the
have ample punishment by spending the remainder of their lives, nearly all unchanged.
Ik'corutluu Buy Matinee.
train."
of which Ib in front of them, behind prison walls and New Mexico will have
"In the train!" snorted the lady.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
been spared the disgrace of hurling these two ignorant girls Into eternity.
"And to think that the affairs of the
"Many petitions have been sent to Governor Raynolds, one of which
Board of County Commission-- , nation are intrusted to a man who
bears the names of seven of the Jurymen who sat in the case, asking that eraThe
Mexico, doesn't know enough to take c.ire of
county.
McKlnley
New
of
If the governor heeds will receive sealed proposals for the a woman's umbrella!"
the sentence be commuted to life imprisonment.
Thursday Night.
these petitions, he will be doing an act of Justice that must appeal to every erection and completion of a court
house and jail building, to be erected
fair minded Chrlstiun citizen in the territory."
KOSCOE, TILE ROOSTER.
In Gallup, New Mexico.
Bids to be
i
submitted separately for court house
Friday Night.
and Jail.
A certified check for five hundred
dollars will be required to accompany
OF
.
The word "obey," as It appears in the generally accepted marriage cere- the proposals,, to assure the good
until
fiction
polite
a
as
regarded
generally
be
mony of th day, has come to
faith of the bidders.
Saturday Niclit.
legal,
sound,
It
pronounced
ago,
4
days
few
and
in,
a
Proposals will be received up to
a Missouri court stepped
3rd,
o'clock p. m., Monday, June
and Its possible operation upon human conduct a permissible plea In law.
1907, at the office of the clerk of the
A St. Louis woman, accused of writing policy tickets, admitted the allegations of fiict. but demurred to the indictment upon the ground that she board. Plans and specifications can
Each Production Carried
seen at the office of J. L. LaDrlere,
wrote them because her husband commanded here to, and she was stopped. be
M.,
N.
or
clerk's
the
Albuquerque,
at
Complete
expressly
was
contract,
it
wedding
wherein
by
reason
her
of
from disobeying
In Gallup.
stipulated. In the presence of witnesses and before a magistrate of the land. office
reto
right
reserves
The
board
the
death did ject any or all bids.
that she- should "love, honor, and obey" the said husband untilover
1t, and
The Judge took the plea under consideration, slept
them part.
4 Carloads of Scenery
F. W. MEYERS,
decided that It was sound, the result being the squashing of the Indictment Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners, Gallup, New Mexico,
and the freeing of the defendant.
o
This read very well on tUa surface, but it U an extremely dangerous.
Big Beauty Chorus
Sprains Quickly cure.f.
It might do very well in some cases, but it would
doctrine to lay down.
parts
Cham
freely
with
the
Bathe
land,
of
the
In the first place, the women
work dire disaster in others.
berlain's Pain Balm and glv4
IUY voiu hi: CKUAM AMI'
exercising their unwritten but undlxputed rights, would obey the mandate of
rest, and a quick cure It cer- CANDY
H)I F'K,
CORN Kit
AT
at
little
75c to $2.00
hoses
dear
by all druggists.
sale
tain.
For
the law when it suited them to do so, and turn up their wife
1'OI KTII AND RAILROAD, AND
to accompany
If a man commanded his
It when It didn't suit them.
SWF. MONKY.
Ernest Meyers St Co.,
him to the theater or to the base ball park, she probably would meekly obey, 116
118 W. Sliver Ave.. Albuquerque
Seats on Bale at Matron' Witlws- On the other hand, if he
feeling that she was legally bound not to decline.
FEE'S tJOOD. C OLD ROOT IJEElf
Phone 125.
clay at 8 a.
AT WALTON'S DRIU STOKE.
commanded her to trim her Easter bonnet with Nile green roses and canary
yellow heliotroi-s- , us he might do In all seriousness, she would refuse, violate the law, and subject herself to Incarceration In u horrid Jail.
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AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

Call and See Them,
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
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Albuquerque. New Mex.

Sncufel Hot Hang Women
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1.000 RECORDS
VICTOR

JUST

John C. Fisher
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Concerts at Home
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Opera

Company
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Florodoro

WHITSON MUSIC CO,,

If There

Is

To

inylRin5, Bearer

The Silver Slipper
A Runaway Girl

tttust 5ncy Promise to

6eij

THE LAST

The Wizard of the Nile

ROSCOE

-

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
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f the s iuihwtst will
and employ several hundred special agents In advertising and
roads have been doing a good deal of work
this rtnion in 1907. Th-of that wirt for several years, but this season will surpass all Its predecessors
In this field.
From present Indications the expenditure in money and labor
bv the road this year will be at least 25 per cent greater than it was In 106,
liaslng their estimates
which broke all the previous records in exploitation.
on the work in this line performed In recent years, the five big roads figure
The
that they will add 400.000 to the population of the southwest in 1B07.
honieseeker of today has a pleasant time compared with his predecessor of
The railways which run into every
a third of a century ago or earlier.
locality carry him within a few score or a few hundred miles of the most
The prairie schooner has, in the past few
isolated pots In the country.
years, become almost as extinct as the pack horse and the canoe as means of
A Journey which formerly consumed months can now be made
locomotion.
It
In as many days, and with immeasurably greater comfort and safety.
Is also, counting the time as well as the outlay of cash, cheaper than formerly.
As most of the roads offer special inducements In the way of fares and in the
easy terms of p.iyrnenl for lands, the squatter sovereign of 1SI07 has advantages which would make his predecessors of 1H57 and 1S37 think that fortune treated them badly by pluclng them on the scene o early.
It Is understood thut the five big railroads
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There have been rumors and reports to the effect that the price of meats
... .
.
i
.... Increased price of meats
for the
....... ....
. . . rungii
..,!. nil.i ii.. Th
JI lJ ll!t H r i. iunm
There is evidently some chicanery ill the market manlpu
i. .,..t am.iire.it
The government s bureau of statistics Is authority for the statement
lations.
a big falling off in exportation of packing house products
that there has been,,,..
i....uj iw ihouifh the nackers intended to make the
i,
..ii
naoule of the I'nited States pay for the demand made through Washington
If this Is at the bottom
14 I Ulrir houses and wholesome meats.
ill t'it'U
of the attempt to raise the price of meats the big stick should land, and
There Is no excust. for an increase in meat prices ana caiuenien
land hard.
mwt .utii rlei.ler will bear out the statement that they are not receiving
of tlu t'niled Slates
any substantial increase lor tneir live kiock . i
It contains a well w
have a right to the pure food law and the provli-j"- '
manufacturing
In nithnlfnuniK condition In all Hacking and ot!''r !Sm'i
plants.
If the packers, through their own ln.rt Wnte(JN . allowed con
ires would forci
dltions to reach a stage where nothing short of draf jJle( 1Vcreaj-'-expor
them to dean up, then they should bear the los
V
mien aiid JK't he i.eopie at Jarpe.
t
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IT'S

TOIBQJY A IPSAMt
OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE
Of all uied and rented Pianos opens MONDAY
MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descriptive bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY
OPPORTUNITIES we place before you
PIANO-BUYIN-

TODAY

OUR

STOCK

CONSISTS

OF

OYER

G

FORTY

PIANOS

Cash Buyers and all who may desire, a Piano will
not overlook this sale. Just received a $1500
shipment of TALKING MACHINES and RECORDS. We will b Glad to show YOU our stock

Phone 98

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

500O0000OOOOOl
The Albuquerque
Hatters
Hats Cleaned and Mucked In
any Style Panamas a SpeClothing
steam
cialty
ExCleaned and Pressed.
to
press Orders Attended
Promptly.

Corner
Gold Ave.
St.&
3rd
Phone

58.

T1IK CHILDREN OF TODY ARE
THE MEN AND WOMEN OF

TOMORROW.
their physical and
mental well being with Indigestible
.
Remember, they
bread.
when fed best. Select a quality of
that you know Is m.i'ic i icnt :
Saddle horses a specialty. Best bread
sanitary condievery way.
drivers In the city. Proprietors of tions, of goodUnder
Hour, properly mi.e.
"Sadie," the picnic wagoi.
so
be
as
an l baked,
to
vlio!eiinie mK
IIAMUHOOK into?.
liallincs' bre.nl
tria.
113 John Street nutritious,
Phone 506.
will be found to fulfill every ieju
inent.
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Do not Injure

Highland Livery
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er. Jutit received

PIONEER BAKERY
207 South First

and repairtJiipment of new
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The children of Albuquerque may
soon have a public tlav ground. At
the
least that Is the desire of some-'- f
city's most progressive citizens, and
a petition Is now being circulated
which will be presented to the city
council at Its meeting next Monday
night, requesting that body to locate
and provide for such a play ground
as would serve the best interests of
Albuquerque.
The framers of the petition call
attention to the fact that it is both
desirable and essential that the boys
play. Ry following the policy of
many other cities of this country In
providing suitable places where the
youth may spend their leisure hours
jrianv of the dangers and temptations-whicnow threaten the children of
play, would be rethe ctty while atparents
could feel asmoved and the
sured that their children were perfectly safe.
The committee. Ifl meeting with
much encouragement In making the
rounds of the city. Many of the progressive citizens recognize the great
need existing In Albuquerque for such
a public playground and the great
good that might possibly accrue from
it. Those in charge of the project
are working very hard and earnestly
solicit the aid and assistance of the
citizens toward the accomplishment
of the good work. It Is hoped that
bv the time the petition Is submitted
to the council Monday night it will
contain sufficient names to make It
representative of every section of the
city.
The petition has been unanimously
endorsed bv the John A. Logan Circle. Woman's Relief Corps, the Ladies
of the Grand Army of the Republic,
The Albuquerque Woman's club, the
lent fc a ttnpthv nnp nnrt it Is now U1
to the city fathers to decide whether
will be established
a playground
where a due regard can be given to
the chilthe conditions surroundingengaged
in
dren of the City while
gambols.
their

Thi evening at Masonic hall, an
informal reception will be given to
nil Masons and their lady folk by
Temple. Lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. of
this city. Much thought and. care
have been expended In preparing for
this reception and the following elaborate program is offered:
Hon. George S. Klock
Address
March
Our League
The Wright Mandolin Glee Club.
Whistling Solo.
.Frank Herzman
Accompanist, Mrs. DeWolf, harp.
Mrs. Collins
Vocal Solo
PYof. IHMauro
Violin Selection
Accompanist, Mrs. Zeiger. piano.
Vocal Solo
Mrs. Koy McDonald
Accompanist, Mrs. Maynard Gunsul,
piano.
Harp Solo
Mrs. DeWolf
Spanish Song.
Frank 'oulthard
Accompanist, Mandolin Club.
Refreshments.
Fast and Future
Address.
Prof. Miller.
Prof. F.llls
Trombone Solo
Accompanist, Mrs. Maynard Gunsul.
Flower Song
Flute Solo
C. A. Buhel.
Miss Hattiu Kum
Recitation
Andante Romance. . .Mandolin Club
Wright,
solo mandolin,
Chas. Arthur
Wm. McClellan. solo violin, C. A.
Ruhel. flute. Grover Devlne, 2nd
Mandolin, Mrs. Elsie DeWolf
harp.
A dandv encore for Not 8, Com.
Masonic Hall, May 28, 1807, at 8
o'clock.
Ofrlcers Temple Ixxlge No. .
Frank H. Strong, worshipful master; Chas. O. Cushman, senior warden; Harry Braun.
Junior warden;
Hennie O. Jaffa, senior deacon; J. A.
Miller. Junior deacon; Simon Stern,
treasurer; J. C. Ferger, secretary;
George Craig, senior steward; J. A.
Peterson. Junior steward; Rev. Wm.
D. Clayton.
chaplain;
Clifton O.
Geo. Eberhardt,
Young, marshal;
tyler.
Committee on Arrangement.
General arrangement Frank H.
Strong, Harrv Braun, Arthur Everltt,
P. O. Cornish, E. L. Medler, A. R.
McMillen.
Otto Hahn,
Music and program
Charles A. Wright, Harry Rullard, T.
Y. Maynard.
Wroth,
Reception
James H.
Frank McKee, W. H. Hahn. John
Rorradaile, J. F. Pearce, A. J. Ma-lo-

I
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Besides an Excellent Program
There Will be Good
Things to Eat.

ISALE

CITIZEN.

Summer

Petition Circulated Is Receiving Universal Endorsement-Uto the Council.

SEATS WILL BE ON

EVEX1X0

Cream

.....

v.

Paul Tuetsch, Ben- Refreshments
nie O. Jaffa. Clifton O. Young.
General entertainment J. A. Mil
Tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock
eharp the sale of seats opens at Mat- - ler. David Stewart, George Clifford
son's book store for every perform J. W. Elder.
Cigars and punch L. II. Chamber-Hn- ,
ance of the Fisher Opera company at
J. C. Ferger.
the Elks' theater, starting with a
matinee of "Fiorodora" on Decora
tion day, and continuing Thursday
ARE WATCH- nights with KENTUCKIANS
Friday and Saturday
'The Silver Slipper," "A Runaway
Girl" and "The Wizard of the Nile."
If
presented In the order named.
IN6 HARGIS TRIAL
John C. Fisher is half as strongly at
tracted to Albuquerque as Albuquer
que is likely to be attracted to his
opera company, we shall surely have
"The Hargis trial In Kentucky Is
a short season of comic opera .suc attracting widespread Interest with
cess here as a regular yearly event the Albuqueioue colony of Kentuck
The organization about ians," said John Watts this morn
hereafter.
to play in Albuquerque under Mr. ing.
leadership
is one of the
"The Kentucky colony today in
Fisher's
largest as well as one of the best ever cludes 200 men, women and children,
put together during this manager's whose native heath is the Blue Grass
long and brilliantly successrui career. state. Many of them were personal
The cast Is headed by the versatile ly acquainted with Hargis, Cockrill
The last three
comedian. George E. Mack, and in Markum or Cox.
Mllllugton, Agnes named were shot and killed as a recludes Gertrude
Tinley, Julia Frary. Julia Lulland, sult of the famous Hargis-Cockri- ll
Helen Keers, Iollta Gordon, Arthur feud, which began in 1900.
"The enmity between the two facDenne. Geo. Whyte, Joseph Mona- fet. tions started over a political tight, in
Harry
han, Edward Hemner.
which Hargis was elected Judge of
Clair and a large chorus. All members of this company have been se- Breathitt county. About a year later,
lected with a view to their special fit- Cockrill, acting as marshal of that
ness for the different characters in county, attempted to arrest Hargis
the 'repertoire of operas presented by on some minor charge, but he failed.
Several weeks later Cockrill shot and
Impresario Fisher.
killed a brother of Judge Hargis.
Before
Then the feud broke out.
Hargis was ever arrested Cockrill,
CAPTAIN RUPPE
Markum and Cox .three men opposing Hargis, were killed.
been acquitted of killTHAT ARMORY ing"Hargis has and
Markum; now he
Cockrill
will have to be tried for the murder
Cox.
Dr.
The general opinion
of
Hargis'
Attention of t'oimm-rclu- l
Club Will lie here and in Kentucky is that Jurymen
friends have been secured as
Called to -Mutter S7..VIO Ik Iteutly
and that his allies are the Judges
for I'm- Why Xot tivt liusy
He
and the officers of the court.
. uml L'
it?
will never be found guilty. He Is too
strong a scoundrel for that."
"The city of Las Vegas has offered
A Narrow Eschpe.
three different sites for a new armory
and one of these sites will probably
G. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk.
be accepted this week, and the $7,500 Mo., had a narrow escape four yean
armory built at once," said Cant. R ago when he ran a Jimson bar into
Ruppe.
The territory provided a his thumb. He says: "The doctor
similar amount for an armory In Al wanted to amputate It but I would
buquerque, but no steps have yet been not consent. I bought a box of Buck-lin- s
taken to provide a site for the new
Arnica Halve and that cured the
building. The matter will be brought dangerous
wound." 25c at all drug
before the Commercial club this week gists.
and it is hoped that something will
o
be done to acquire the needed build
EMiS I On HATCHING. .
ing site.
The lot on Gold avenue,
Eggs 11.50 ped setting. Rose comb.
between Fifth and Sixth streets, Brown
Leghorns and Barred Rocks.
would be an admirable spot on which Pure bloods. 240 laying
hens. Address
to erect the armory.
The building, J. E. Pauley, Estancla, N. M.
according to the requirements, must
be 42 feet wide and 150 feet long.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
The provision of $7,500 made by the
territory in 1903 for the erection of FOR RENT Nice, airy front room,
on tirtt floor; everything modern;
the armory in Alhuquerque was valiApply 416 South
location.
dated by the federal government in
g.il
Third street.
Is no rea
the last congress and tht-rson why the matter should not refor
RENT A picnic wagon
ceive serious attention without fur FR
mountain trips. Holds about ten
ther delay."
pei.ple. Springer Transfer Co.
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MATRIMONY

Come in and see them tm
our floor.

to those who take up shorthand and typewriting or bookkeeping on the scholarship
plan. Write or call at the Library building for further Information. Address the

Our Prices. Are the Lowest

ALBERT FA OHIO'S

Albuquerque
Business College

nr

ur

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

- Library Bldg.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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The girl with eyes big and brown
as chocolate drops and the little man
with the restless feet are one. 'Tis
Eddie Murray, the collapsable comedian, and Miss Loretta Kllngelsmith,
the tall one of the deep 'bronze hair,
both of the Manhattan Musical Comedy company,
at the
Traction Park Casino, who have
dured to plunge Into that sea from
which no swimmer ever returns the
same as when he plunged in.
"To love and obey," she promised,
and Eddie smiled Irreverently, for
has site not been twisting" him
around her tiny finger for many
moons and has he not been her abject slave ever since he first felt the
soft glow of her straight gazing, liquid brown eyes rest upon him.
The two came before Justice Craig
yesterday afternoon and tremblingly
told him they wished to have their
fate sealed by the bond of matrimony.
"Hold up your right hand." said
the stern magistrate, "Do you solemnly swear that you will tell the
"
truth, the whole truth and
"Stop that! You missed your cue!"
shouted Snuffles.
"I came to. get
married.
Here is Eslelle I mean
Loretta!"
"I beg your pardon," said the Justice. "I guess I was on the wrong
U'ad. Then he cleared his brow of
the judicial severity and assumed an
expression of dignified placidity. Two
minutes later one more benedict had
surrendered and one more girl forsworn her liberty.
Again in the street, Eddie looked
proudly upon his bride and cooed:
"Oh, jmu look good to me! They
say marriage makes a girl look old,
but I don't see that it has had any
effect on yon."
"Of course you don't expect me to
obey," answered the bride, who was
worrying about that awkard promise.
"I hardly know what to expect,"
said the happy man, " It Is always the
unexpected that happens, but don't
let us quarrel already. Suppose we
go to the photograph man and get
our pictures took with your head
resting on my chin?"
Mrs. Murray was one of the bevy.
Have you seen the bevy? There are
five of them In the bunch or bouquet of beauties. There are no
strings tied to the bouquet, but they
are not without ribbons and bows
from the hair to the slipper.
The bevy is a smiling bevy. The
little black butterflies don't
flutter
around them. The bevy preaches the
Joy. Before you
gospel of
catch a glimpse of them you will heaT
laughter and
bubbles of Internal
hilarity.
They
bursts of external
strew smiles in their pathway and a
lingering perfume marks their trial.
The bevy likes to ride In the street
cars the green car is their favorite,
not because it sheds a kindly glow upon their complexion, but because it
goes so well with their costumes and
has such a handsome motorman. One
of the bevy has rose bud lips; another lias a complexion like the historic
peaches and cream; another a smile
that won't come off and it would be
a shame if It would. Never would you
dream that the bevy had to work for
a living they don't show the scars
of labor but they do work, and
work hard.
Rehearsals every day and regular
performances every night are no
clndi. but the bevy keeps looking
bright and fresh In spite of it all.
They wear their veils over their hats
and ears and under their chins, and
the effect is Just too cute; they wear
peek-a-bo- o
pink stockings and
shirt waists, but you
wouldn't have known it yesterday for
they also wore their winter cloaks.
nightly the
In the
bevy can be seen in several changes
of costumes. They make a hit in
them all. but its a wonder they have
any life left after the strenuous perever appear
Yet they
formance.
bright and smiling on the streets even
though the soles of their feet are
painfully calloused and sore.
Tlie Wwldini; Feast.
Last night after the performance
of the show, the members of the company gathered at Zeiger's Cafe and
pariook of a delightful wedding supper. A special menu was prepared
and the party mail" merry till a late
hour in Honor of the newly married
couple.

Large Measure
Heavy Weight

ng

self-evide- nt

1IOTKL ARRIVALS.

Aharurio.
John J. Naive and wife, Hartford,
Conn.; Mrs, H. C. Hunter, Washington, li. C; H. B. Judy, Brooklyn;
Henry J. Bead, El Paso; G. O. lliw-forWashington, li. C; H. IJ. iJahn,
Alameda. Cal.: F. M. Clough. San
.Marciai; W. W. Robertson, Oklahoma
City; M. M. Coftinlinsky, Denver; G
Moore, La Junta; J. E. Flanders.
I.
Washington; F. G. Bonner, Chicago;
A. M. Siyster. Kansas City; J. E.
Las Vegf.s; J. H.
Zadeck.
Denver.
d,

a i?)
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epidemic came suddenly and left suddenly. Two-thirof the cases were
among children who had never had
the malady before.
A warrant was sworn
out this
morning by Police Judge George R.
Craig upon complaint of Tom Gro-gaa negro, against John Doe, accused of disturbing the peace. Oro-ga- n
was awakened about midnight
by some one trying to break Into
his house.
When he went to the
door the Intruder ran Into the darkness and disappeared, but not before
Grogan got a good look at him.
Grogan described the man as being a
young native who lives near his
home, but he did not know his
name.
A suit was filed late yesterday afternoon by A. Glngras and Virginia
Torres against the Atrlsco acequia
and Jesus Anaya, Eduardo Apodaca,
Franclto Candelarlo, commissioners
of the acequia. and Manuel T. IiObato.
mayordomo of the acequia. The
plaintiffs pray the court that a part
of this acequia, which' was abandoned
in 1S02, be
It Is claimed
that land owned by the plaintiffs and
others is rendered valueless by the
lack of water for Irrigating on account of this hranch of the acequia
being closed. W. C. Heacock appears
as attorney for the plaintiffs.
The board of health, of Albuquer
que held a meeting at 4 o'clock this
afternoon In the office of City Physi
cian 1. H. earns. A number of Important matters relative to the health
of the city were discussed. This meeting was to have been held last week
but on account of Mayor McKee being expected home last night It was
postponed. Those who attended were
Mayor Frank McKee, Drs. Wroth,
Pearce, Cams and Councllmen Harrison and Neustadt. City Health Officer Frank Quler also attended the
meeting and talked about the good
work he Is doing In cleaning tip the
city.
Neither wind nor rain can keep
the crowds from flocking to the Traction Park Casino to see and hear the
This lively piece has
caught on and keept the audiences
In a state of Irrepressable
hilarity.
The antics of the three balloon venheight
ders reach the
of the ridiculous. As acrobatic comedians George
Spaulding and Eddie Murray rival
themselves as character actors. The
show is funny all the way through
and In some features is more entertaining than the "Telephone Girl."
Paul Riebe as the Hebrew, Manolita
Stetson as Mag Hatch and Geraldlne
Wood as Lady Bountiful are to be
commended upon their good acting
an are also others of the cast. The .11
will be changed on Thursday
when
"Fun In a Boarding House" will be
nroriiifpri.
Thi'rfl will Iia a ur.rl u
matinee Thursday, Decoration Day,
and only the usual matinee prices
will be charged.

Groceri.,, Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oilj

n,

"Well. I have had a fine trio
through the Pacific states and Western part of the country, but all the
same 1 am glad to get back home In
Albuquerque,"
said Mayor Frank
McKee last night, as he stepped from
a late train.
."While In Los Angeles attending
the ShrLier conclave we were treat
ed royalty, and the weather was de
lightful. After the meeting adjourned my wife came
home
via the
Grand canyon, and 1 went to San
Francisco.
While there we were
compelled to walk everywhere and
several times were near when the
strikers attacked street cars.
After
visiting the chief sights we quit
r risco.
"While there I met Max Levy, the
local broker. He and 1 went to Se
attle and through I'uget sound t.i
Victoria.
British Columbia. then
down to Portland and Denver, and
thence
home. During our
triD
through Colorado it snowed
night
anrt day.
"Everywhere we went we were
treated nicely.
While Albuuueruue
and New Mexico is home, still the
west Is a fine country; beautiful seen
ery pretty farms and ranches and
huge forests.
"There's an old saying that wher
ever you may go you will always rind
someone from home.
Well, it sure
came true on my trip. At Han Francisco we met S. C Jackson, formerly
manager of the American Lumber
company; at Portland, C. L. Hathu
way. formerly with the Mutual Life
Insurance company here, and at Seattle.- Roney Jaffa, traveling for a
Kansas City shoe firm in Washington
and Oregon, a former Albuquerque
boy.
When we pulled Into Denver
Levy left me, and I made the trip
here alone.
"Since leaving Albuquerque on May
4 I have traveled
over 4.0UU miles,
and through California. Arizona. Oregon. Washington. British Columbia.
Ctah and Colorado."
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Regular meeting of the national
guard tonight for drill.
j
Sale of seats for the Fisher Opera
company opens al 8:UU tomorrow
morning, at Matson's book store.
The sale of seats for the Fisher
Opera company will open ut Matson's
Monday morning at it a. m.
The Woman's Relief Corps will hold
a regular meeting tomorrow afternoon
in Red Men's hall, starting at :20
o'clock.
The territorial encampment of the
New Mexico national guard will be
held some time In July at Las Vegas.
A definite date has not yet been set.
The roof of the veranda In front of
the Benhain curio store,, on the corner of First street and Railroad avenue, Is being repaired.
N
Regular meeting of Triple Link
Lodge No. 10. this evening at
8 o'clock at 1. o. O. F. hall.
All members requested to attend. Degree
work.
There will be a meeting of the
ladies of the Park association on
Wednesday of this week, at 3 o'clock,
at the home 'of Mrs. George L.
Brooks. H3 West Copper ' avenue.
Important matters will be considered.
The front of S. U. Rosen wald's
store on Railroad avenue and Third
street Is being torn down preparatory to Installing a new entrunce and
show windows. The new front will
be built of marble and plate glass entirely.
The gavel received by Martin Ryan
recently from an unknown convict in
the Arizona territorial penitentiary at
Yuma will b presented to the local
lodge of the Knights of Columbus tonight at Its regular meeting.
Tile
gavel will lie presented to the lo'lge
by Roy Hannon.
baggage cars conTwo sixty-fotaining the scenery and accessories of
the John Fisher comic opera troupe,
which plays here the latter part of
the week, arrived here this morning
from El Paso.
The members of the
company arrive In the morning on
train ."u. 1U.
Less than three months ago there
were In Albuquerque over :!00 cases
of measles, according to the records
kept by City Physician Cams. Today-therexists less than five cases. The
Re-bek-

The Champion Grocery Co.

THESE ARE
CARRIAGE
BUYING DAYS

--

and
.

Do you Intend buying . vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. W don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good style within the range of modest Incomes.

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Com and see

Ms.

Albuquerque Carriage

Co.

Corner First and TJeras Road.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVE- NUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

.

j

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - ,
tJ fi c:l c;

MILL

THE OLDEST MUX IX THE CITY.
lien lit mtti of hhhIi. door, frames.
U
Imtwii work a
403
South I1r Ntrc4-t- .
403.

Easy Terms

.,

Low Prices

Don't Forget The
PLANING

BL.

1

I

ALBUQUERQUE

MATTTXCCI BROS.
V. Tijera Ave.
Pbon

623-62- 4

."

.

. Staab Building
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THE COAST

Judge Craig Tied the Knot. He Saw Many Former
Casino Company Feasts
Snow In Colorado.
at Zclger's

now-playi-

We have Just received a
splendid variety of these
"reliable willow goods In
Chairs.
Rockers, Settees
and Table In natural finish.

Special Rates

'KEE RETURNS

Tnun

er

vSvt

tidies the perfect biscuit, cake and bread
LORETTA

Furniture

of the mim-mschool for the seventh,
eighth, ninth and tenth grade
subjects. Also Spanish. This
Is a most excellent opportunity
to review these subjects or to
make up any subjects In
which you are deficient.

For half a century American housewives have
found Dr. Price's Baking Powder a guaran-t- ee
of light, sweet, pure and wholesome food.

AND

ts

will have charge

Baking Powder.

EDDY

Conor-Rober-

C.

r Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

Propmto

Teh-phon- e

Morelli. the Tailor
Ladles' and Men's Clothing Cleanand Repaired.
Men's
Suits made to order. All work guaranteed. Prices reasonable.
ed. Pressed

tOS N. rirmt St.

C. F. Allen

Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin RoofSheep-di- p
ing,
Tanks, Galvanized
Water Tanks, Pipe and Rcpulr Work.

208

West Golti

1- -2

10 per cent.
Dividends
the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.
In

A

small cash payment

nd
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone make the
i .duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

The

telephone

I

preserve

roar health, prolong lour

Ufe

and protects your home,

YOU NELD A TELEPHONE

IX YOUR IIOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
X3OOOO00OOOOOOeO

PLY"

000000000K300K)

SCREENS

Door screens aa strong aa an ordinary door at prices that defy
eastern-mad- e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

PJLAJSrilNTCr MILL
SUPERIOR
SEE. OUK NEW 1IKICK HUIIniNfi

120.00 a month will buy a

house, with bath.
CO.,
J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.
REALTY

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wean
thd longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint, Olasa, Sash, Doors, Eta.
FIRST STREET AXD COAL AYE. ALRCQCERQCE, XEW MEX.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

n,

HENRY'S

Ktiir;c.
Ford, Kansas City; J. F. San.
derson, Denver; George A. Griflith,
Paris; li. K. King. Domingo; H. 1!
Kennebec k. Helen; E. L. pierce. Chi'
cago; W. D. .Kuer. Wlllard.
Jose Gracia, Magdalena , A. R
Rogers, Dallas. Texas; G. Guolloe
and wife, El Paso.
K. E.

Expert From Eastern Factories!

Reyff & Dowdell
216

N.

Second

Phone 878

(SlfantU0 auu

Do You Need
Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

We Nuke a Specialty of Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES
Coeds Called for and Delivered.

Savoy.
R. B. Walton. Flagstaff: C. K. K!- sey. New Klclno oiid, Ind.;
J. D
Renl, BiAiiog 'ireei, Ohio.

fflrtrltB

Wt Guarantee not to Shrink or Fade
the most Delicate of Ladiet Garments.

Goff, Grand Junction,

Colo.;
J.
E. Mcyueen Gray, Carlsbad; G. F
C
W.
Pansbuker.
Los Angelev;
Baker, Kansas City; G. A. Kramer
Kansas City; H. A. Scott, New York

rrasutg

Frtnch Dry and Steam Cleaning.

t'ruigt.
V.
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BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

Out of Town Order t Given Prompt Attention

MRS. ROSE HENRY

1

avo1ho:h

TRY US;

411

jUbuqucrque, VtW sViXtxico

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBL'OUEROUE. N. N.
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512

NORTH SECOND ST.
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"Strung lli.it ji'ii two slumi'l quarA Siupi'T nnil
it Nightengale
rel.
ought to pet nloiiR together iiH rUht.
1 believe you will, ton."
When they arrived yeMenlny the
justice ilfin ;i nd ii
"X'nw. what are
you two doing here?"
"We're not on lii.il this time,
Judge," Singer replied. "Tlic fact is.
we've decided to net married."
All n Mittik(. Tluy Slid.
"Well, well." s:iid the Justiee, iv It'll
Pl !ro;(.l
smile.
"That's what I call
knew a Singer and a Xljthl-etiuni- e
riKht
oul4 harniuize if they were
driven n chance.
Have you nii a license?"
It read:
The l!cfiip xv.is stinwii.
"Joseph SinKer. Kansas City. 24;
Kathprliie
NiKlitengale,
ArKentlna,
,
Kan., 17."
"llow'd you patch up that little d!.- -

ji une 01 mc important unties 01 I'nysicians and
is - li :irn
cm of

Hut the saddest of all Is loving.
This is an excerpt from an old
ong, "Cnder the Daisies," In favor
with a former generation.
The sentiment quoted must have embodied
more than a modicum of truth, for
whenever It was sung the people who
heard It looked pensive and behaved
as if the lines had touched experiences or awakened
memories
of

their

own.

Nobody who has ever gone Into the

matter with nny degree of gravity
will be disposed to doubt for a moment, that love Is a mighty trouble
some anair.
ou may say, not without truth, that the world wouldn't he

much o a place without It. but,
nevertheless. It often costs more than
it "comes to."
Sirs. Corey an Example.
We may take, as an Illustration,
the pitiful case of the first Mrs. Cor-The poor woman is said to be
heartbroken, and it may be believed
that this is true. She surely loved the
husband of her youth when she married him. for he was then only a dinner bucket wage earner with no visible prospects before him, but the
achievement of a livelihood by the
work of his hands. She cheerfully
bore with him the common sacrlllces
of their lowly lot and was glad anu
proud to serve as his helpmate In her
humble way. As fortune
changed
their position In the world her affection for him was enhanced by her
gratification over his success and her
appreciation of his newly discovered
talent.
Alas! for the tragedy
of, loving,
that the transition from poverty to
prosperity served to work out a
wholly different
with
conclusion
Corey. With him It caused alienation from his faithful wife, and resulted in his abandonment of the
loyal woman who had held up his
hands In the time of need.
Yesterday, when the news onm
that Corey and hia actress wife had
been turned down by three of the
fashionable hotels in Paris,
there
were thousands of persons in America, who were glad for the first Mrs.
Corey. And many of them doubtless
made the mistake of thinking that
this Incident would bring balm to her
heart, and afford her the solace of revenge. Alas! how little such as these
know of the hard servitude which
women endure who love as the first
wife of the faithless Corey loves. For
years to come there will' be nothing
left for her but to suiter. She will
he helpless against' the wounds with
which Fate has stricken her, and she
will mourn the loss of her despicable
husband none the less because he has
shown himself unworthy of her devotion and has proclaimed himself an
ingrnte and a miserable cad to the
world.
Society Will Kockon With Husband.
Society will reckon with Corey.
There need be no misgivings about
that. He and his new wife have only
Just begun to gain a faint understanding of the estimate In which
they are held by the public. The
ridicule excited by their wedding:
their Inability to obtain quarters in
the hotels in Purls where they applied for accommodations', the common agreement among persons of
breeding and decent quality to step

y.

tho

ALBUQUERQUE

vulins m.inufaeturs

INTEREST

Well-Informe-

e

Well-Informe-

h

aside and let the Corevs pass all
tnese incidents and circumstance
show that while society mav he ul!
too tolerant of doubtful methods of
ousiness and of morality in the body
politic, it cherishes that regard for
the rights of women which causes It
to draw the line firm and taut at the
man who violates his obligations as
a husband and who offers to society
the flagrant effront to decency which
Corey has shamelessly undertaken to
do. There have been others of his
class, and the treatment they received may prepare him and his
for what is ahead of them.
But all of that will not repair the
loss which the wife of Corey's youthful manhood hns suffered, nor will it
assauage the woe which has embittered her 11 to and blighted her

With Amp

Louisville, Ky.

Extends to Depositor
New Accounts--Capita- l,

Topics
Reports

from the placer districts

of Colfax county show that there is
nn abundance of water this year und

that the miners are taking advantage

of the Improved conditions and are
working the placers to full capacity.

W. II. McCormlck. who was killed

a snow slide above Pagosa Springs
January 9, was found in
a gulch ten feet under the snow last
week.
Martin
McCormlck, who lives
In certain parts of Ohio the soli up the San Juan
Is a brother and
Is unfit for farming purposes and went
Pagosa to attend the funeral,
as the dry farming experiments have which towas
Friday.
held
proven successful In the desert, we
have decided to experiment with the
The first certificate of birth regisscheme for a while," said Nert Ferguson, a farmer of Xenia, Ohio, who tered in Union county under the ne.v
law passed by the recent session of
waa in the city yesterday.
"During the past month I have the legislature, requiring the regisspent some time In California, Ari- tration of all births, was made by
zona, New Mexico,
Colorado and Maria duitrea li. Trujillo, and reother parts of the country, where the cords the birth of Jose Marie Garcia,
dry farming experiments have been the sixth child of Cleofas R. and
used, and I feel safe in saving that Dorolea Garcia, at Albert.
we can use the system In Ohio. There
the untillable soil Is clayey, rocky,
Sometime last Tuesday night a
sandy and hilly.
entered the home of T. C.
"I notice that where the dry farm- burglar
Hill,
superintendent
of the Southing scheme Is not used the irrigation
western
company at DawMercantile
system is and should one prove a son,
and in the absence of Mr. Hill
failure, we can use the other. In a
great many ways, the latter Is the stole a pair of pants belonging to
him
and
made off with $235 that was
more efficient plan."
Mr. Ferguson left for home last In one of the pockets, says the Raton
Range.
A hobo was arrested
the
night.
next morning on suspicion of being
the guilty party, hut no proof of his
Sore Vrppies,
Any mother w ho has had experience guilt has yet been obtained.
with this distressing ailment will be
pleased to know that a cure may be
Thomas Llewellyn, one of the pio
neers of Johnson mesa and well
affected by applying
Salve as soon as the child Is done known in that vicinity, has purchasnursing. Wipe It off with & soft cloth ed the orchard and ranch known as
before allowing the babe to nurse. the Dan Young place, eight mllea
Many trained nurses use this salve from Folsom and will leave the Mesa
with the best results. For sale by shortly to take up his residence there.
Mr. Llewellyn states that he make
all druggists.
the chanue lO'lnplnnllv to irer nu-'iBest couches, felt mattresses, child's from the hiirii uiiit...! o,,.i
rolling chairs, chiffoniers, cots and climate of the mesa. He recently
book cases are among the new arrivals for the week at Futrelle'a Furniture Emporium, corner Second street
and Coal avenue.
company ror l..oOa.
Our ROl'GIl DHT work aon's have
Mrs. George
Gray. of Boston,
to be wasted over. Imperial Laun- Mass.,
received word recently that
dry Co.
husband, w ho had been missing
In

on or about
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

de-h-

f

Depository

lor Atchison, Topeka

Don't

ss

Miss
It

M

is clogped

And there are many in the management of a bank, is the personal, painstaking care of iis
officers. Recognizing' this responsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch with every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A. generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

t
i

i

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER
nnd you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than ths
inferior kind.

They Keep the Flies Out

with

St., Indianapolis, InJ.

Thi Cooper preparations enjoy a
larif er sale t;iin any other medicine.

8

Santa Fe Railway Company

An Essential Thing

dull, droopy man
or woman needs
something- to get
the blood jumping once more.
The whole body

was immensely improved. I now feel
stroug airain and do my own work with
ease.
1'iease accept my sincere
thanks." Mrs. M. V.c, 1217 Norwood.

Light and Poi'er Co.

&

$500.091. I
$250,000.l

oI

L. T. COOPER.

impurities, but
the seat of the
trouble is the
stomach. It has
been gradually
letting down, only
half doing' its
work, and the reMRS. M. WIStt.
sult is that the
kidneys, liver and
bowels absorb the undip;ei,ted food and
then the blood becomes muddy and
sluggish. From one to three bottles
of Cooper's New Discovery will get the
stomach back in shape. The tired
feeling will surely disappear if this is
done.
This letter tells what a woman thinks
who tried it:
"I suffered from loss of appetite,
poor digestion and Benerat breaking
down. I was so weak I could scarcely
get about. I felt tired and worn out
nearly all the time. Upon hearing of
the great things Cooper's New Discovery was doing for others alUicted as I
was, I began to use it. By the time
the first bottle was gone ray coudition

lecturers on

foaiTORr

Autnorlzed Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

THAT TIRED FEELING.

St Louis

.President

Vice President
CaaUer
Aaalatant Cashier
Director

er

1

Miss Rose P. Schabacher

Ges, Electric

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA S. RATN0LDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYN0LD3

torial district court. The convention
was given the power to change the
boundaries or several of the old coun
ties, which were far too large. Their
plan was to make each county In the
new state of equal proportions. When
tneir plans became known litigation
immediately arose.
"One judge holds that the conven
Hon was acting within its power: an
other that it Is acting Just the opposite, and the third Judge holds that
it had no power. The matter is now
being threshed out before the terrl
A
torial supreme court.
decision
from that body is expected next
How It will be settled Is
month.
problematical.
"I believe that New Mexico and
The First Vatlon.nl
bank
offers Arizona will In the near future se
prizes aggregating more than JloO cure their admittance Into the union
for the best samples of a number of as separate states. Anyway I hope so
farm products raised locally during and thousands of other residents In
the season of 1K0 7, says the Arteaia the two territories are of the same
News.
opinion."
A first prize of $5 and second prize
of $2 will he given for the best dozen
nCFFAI.fl PIXCII AT VANN'S
ears of Indian corn; the best dozen Xi;V
FOUNTAIN.
heads of Kaffir corn, milo maize or
French maize; the best 50 or more
stalks of wheat; the best 50 or more
stalks of barley; toe best 50 or more DAWSON IS HAVING
stalks of alfalfa; the best 50 or more
stalks of millet: the largest half
largest
dozen sweet potatoes; the
A
BIG
half dozen Irish potatoes; tne largest
pumpkin or squash; the largest head
of cabbage; the largest turnip; the
largitst iw lUertneloii ; the best half
Among
28.
Raton. N. M.. May
dozen apples; and the best half doz- the many towns In the territory that
en pears.
are growing rapidly Is the thriving
Any farmer from Lake Arthur to mining camp of Dawson, which al'
Lakewood and west to the mounready claims a population of 6,000
tains may enter the contest.
It will
and
Albuquerque
The contest will be decided by m sizethatand numberrivalof Industries.
five Judges whose names will be anpurchase
The
of the El Paso &
nounced ilater. Contest will close
Southwestern railroad by the Phelps-Dodg- e
Oct. 13. l'.07.
people and the great Increase
that will be made in the monthly
coal production, and the Increased
'T
number of miners that will be given
employment, will all prove a stimulus
to the growth of the place.
GET STATEHOOD
According to the school census of
Dawson, ttoo children attend the public schools there out of a school
population of 800. A superintendSo Sav , a Gullirle Itoslnes Man. nml ent anil seven teachers are employthe (institutional Convention
,
ed In the schools.
of the
Win tli Cau
In addition to the above, the genTrouble.
eral otltces of the Dawson Fuel company have been moved from Kl
"It is unlikely that Oklahoma will to Dawson, causing an increasePaso
In
succeed in becoming a state until the population of thirty people. The fuel
Or- - company has
'' 'V,1(!f" tlal e1"t',,n."
J
Just completed a large
and handsome office building, which
has been fitted up for general ollice
purposes and the force has already
mitted to the people was carried by moved Into the new quarters.
a tremendous majority, but when it
was referred to the convention It was
held up on acount of conflicting
SHORT TALKS BY
clsions hy three Judges of the terri- -

the culinary art and a thoroughly practical
demonstrator for a series of demonstrations, begin-Mining Friday, May 24th, and continuing until Jun:
1st. Every afternoon from 3:30 to 4:30. There
will always be interesting features in the program
which will be changed daily.
Ka

Solicits

DEPOSITORY FOIt THE ATC1HSON, TOPEKA AXI SANTA FE KY.

froni the family fireside for several
months, was In Raton and she decided to come out this way to Investigate, arriving in that city last Friday week. She Immediately enlisted the aid of the police department
and through that source learned that
her erring spouce had been there
f if about three months and was running a game In East Raton. The
couple met, became reconciled and
have decided to remain there permanently.
Mr. Gray will continue
In his chosen profession.
He and
his wife, are said to be prominent
In social and religious circles In the
Huh.
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NE OF America's most interesting

and

.

"That tired feeling' Is a sure tigo
that the y em needs regulating;. A

Of

Accommodation,

IIBO.UOO.OO.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Prefldent; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cn?hlcr: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldse, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

New York, N. Y.

WE HAVE SECURED

llfiuprp

Every Proper

u. a.

Territorial

Facilities.

OFFICERS AND OIRCCTORS

Free Lecture

!

Means and Unsurpassed

11

d

San Francisco, Cal.
U S. A.
London, England.

Favorable reports come from all districts, and the output will exceed
that of any year for some time past.

DRY

DEPOSITS

.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

Pre-ventl- cs

TRY

SAVINGS

ON

d

new-wif-

ML

ALLOWED

I

i

Free samples of "Prevenncs and a
booklet on Colds will be gladly mailed you on request, by Dr. Shoop, Racine, Is., simply to prove merit.
are little Candy Cold Cure
Tablets. No quinine, no Laxative,
nothing harmful whatever. Preventlcs
prevent colds as the name Implies
when taken early, or at the "Sneeze
Stage." For a seated cold or La Grippe, break It up safely and quickly
with Preventlcs. Sold by all dealers.

NCW MEXICO

cepiiai and surplus, Sioy.ooo

jrem'raily that the California Vif Syrup

rlect e'iiipin iil and th' ethical character of
in scictititic and comnnrcial circles which
only, and. tlierelre, that the name of the
Hence of its remedy.

Informed in every walk of l;f. tnd nre c.tconiial to permanent suc- nppe;
.1 '
;A cie
c ss
H iii'l'n;, there fore v.e wish to cHl the r;tt ntion of all who would
enjoy ;.''d h al;h. with its bh'ssinos, to the fact Vr:t it in vol ws th" question of iht
li in; with all tin term implies.
of what is best each hour
With proner knuwied-'of r cieatin, of enjo'ment, of contemplation and of cilottmav he made to contrilmte
to that end and the use of medicines dispensed with Kcneniliv to ereat advantage, but
as in many instances a pimple, wholesome remedy may le invaluable if taken at the
proper time, the California Fig Syrup Co, feels that it is alike important to present
truthfully the subject and to supply the one perfect laxative remedy which has won
the appov.'d of physicians and the world-widbecause
acceptance of the
of the excellence of the combination, known to all, and the original method of manufac- tare, which is Known to the California Fig Syrup Co. only.
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known tinder the name oi
Syrup of Fi.n's and has attained to world-wid- e
acceptance as the most excellent of
family laxatives, and as its pure laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well
of the world to be the best of natural
known to physicians and the
laxatives, w. have adopted the' more elaborate name of Syrup of Fips and Elixir of
Senna as more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtless it will always be
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Figs and to get its beneficial effects always
California Fig Syrup Co.
note, when purchasing, the full name of the Compaq'
plainly printed on the front of every package, whether 'you simply call for
Syrup of
Figs or by the full name Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna as Syrup of Figs and
is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Elixir of Senna
Co. and the same heretofore known by the name
Syrup of Figs which has given
satisfaction to millions. The genuine is for sale by all leading druggists throughout
the United States in original packages of one size only, the regular price of which
is fifty cents per bottle.
Every bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, filed with the
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, D. C, that the remedy is not adulterated or
misbranded within the meaning o the Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906.
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TRUTH AND QUALITY

one Tragedy Tihaii May
Come Witlh. Lovina'
In life.

relative standinji and r;Ii.il llity

lh

fo t!n W.

o

i

5

Well-Informe-

:

And so It is ever throughout thl sad!
world.
Is love a sorrow proving:
There are still many sorrowful things

1

i

poo 0OOOC0OCO0 a ccooocooc.-;or

ns

d
Known to physicians and the
Co., hy reason of its correct methods and pi
its product has attained to the hiih standing
and relial.le hotis.
is accorded U)
Company hui bccuine a naarantee of the exct

The court
ah answer to that.
hardly expected one. lie was talking to himself, chiefly. The pair held
a whispered consultation.
Then the
bride, with a smile most hewitchliiK.
asked
Judge, Isn't it rust nnry for the
rtne who marries a couple to kiss the
lirlde?"
"Km well,' 'said the magistral.?,
"I'm a married man, of course. Inn I
think perhaps you need a little Judicial discipline tor that piece of
foolishness yesterday. So, here goes."
After they left the court room the
Justice paid:
"Wish all our case?
could end that way."
The morning passed, the afternoon,
too. and at 6 o'clock last night, when
the Jurist quit for the day. he was
still smiling.

1

uujpvviu

.'

MONTEZUMA TRUST. CO.

tf

physicians arc tin. most careful ns to
swtus, as the most cmim-n(11
lhi tini'nitii (tiality ami jf ct jfnrity of r.tii"ilic:-- pifsctilitd by tlnm. ami it

falil Mix
Nlahtcneuh'. "tli"
nil n:i Just the result nf n nilui- tlerslanillntr. When we S"t to thiliK- ;"K It mvr ue found It whs all nii'lii,'.
"
' J "
i weni id fie her nn.l
suiuer
hecnn.
"II. wellV the court Intel ruptel.
I n't s pel" tor,
"I see It s all right.
the Ceremony."
So they were mnde man and wit.'.
Then Sinter kis-ehis hridi
unci.
twice, thrice the court lost eou.M
Mrs. Singer didn't appear to
there.
mind a hit. In fact, she showed that
she liked It.
The justice look. J
puzzled,

in?.

MAY 2S,

J

tin? Ju- -

n 1mm!

rii:snv.
i'im vm

--

i

the Jurist I"'' iiu "' tli
en In his court the d.iy
lof,iri. Ml- - NiKhtfiiifiilo hii'l iiiusi'il
Mr.
r's an- t. II.' h:ul struck
e iirralmi-c- t
her. she xnM. So tin' j u
liis t"l;il f.T Mny :.':.
him :iml
Hut his wit 'iiMti't rii.-'-l tin' i in pt:i- f wis- tlnli. o lit' ill'i'! n'il inls k
o mi z

I'llil

you had ?"

, rturcrin.-- it

CITfZEN.

m
V

(Knii?:i!" City St:if.
"A jTovliccy I'l every
Tli:il's the title Hint ,hitc .t. IV
Klviomn ker tf thinking of ml"l " Intf f"r
The ju
his Jiifl ioiril rent of ntnu.

EVENING

Taut aeeau to prove their cllicicacy,
THE J, H. O'fiiELLY CO.
Coiner Second St. unJ Itullroad Ave.

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

m9mm
.. B. PUTNEY

"OLD RELIABLE."

5

ESTABLISHED
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER

2
0

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

I
0

Csrrtvs the lsrgest and Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M.

0000Os0KsC'SoCao0vo0Oaai
THE
Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Unto,

Glass, Cement anil Rax Flinlkole Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, Nev luexlz

I

Tl'TI.Y.
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Direct From
The Orient
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WU,

OVER

Cor. Coal and Second
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BELIEVES IN

Drug Stores Do a Thriving But Says Trying to Talk with

Departed is Foolhardy
Tempting of God.

Business Since Saloons
Are Closed.

.

i

Kil-.1:i-

v

ENDEAVOR to conduct our business on
the Golden Rule plan. We give a Man
Clothing that will satisty him and prove to
as represented. Clothing, that will cause him
to think well of us and make this his Clothing
store. We give a Man Clothing that will not make
us ashamed to look him square in the face the
next time we meet him. We never advertise
"$30.00 Suits at $4.99" or "The Best Clothing in

WE

the line of the Santa Fe between this
settled
city and Neosho Rapids, was
late last evening by the Jury- - bringing
in a verdict for the defendant. There
were ten csn against the Santa Fe,
the claim being that theupembankment
the water,
of the road dammed
the crops
thus causing destruction of case,
One
that
and other property.
a test
was
White,
CI.
made
W.
of
and In 1906 Judge Meckle sustained
by defendant s
a, demurrer entered
attorneys, Lambert & Huvgins. The
plaintiffs appealed to the supreme
court, which reversed judge Meckle.
a rehearing of the case has occupied
most of this term of court and was
concluded this evening by the Jury
deciding In favor of the defendants.

o'clock tomorrow morning.
At that hour tomorrow the office
forte, now working in the uptown
freight house, will be transferred to
the new freight office In the lower
yards. The uptown freight oliice will
telebe deserted except for several Pur-dy's
graph operators, General Agent
clerks.
uptown
oflice and the
The new yards consist or eighteen
new tracks, each more than a mile m,
ength.
Fifteen of these will oe
used for switching purposes and the
MEN AND WOMEN.
other three for repnir tracks.
Cm Bit for onnttorml
diftchtruMMifUnimitmnt,
Pi .J U I ts
At present the uptown yards con
or ulcerations
Irritation!
mH start.
sist of twelve tracks, four of which Ma. JJ
of nncooi mctubrtDN,
Painlfwi, and cot attnn
are classed as main line tracks for
poiaonout.
passenger trains. While six of these KIthi EtSCHMIOltin. g mat orby
old Dm kk Into,
racks will be taken up, six win nave V"" ciwmiuTi,o
plain wrprr.
or
in
tnt
During the season
to be left there.
by ffxpreMi, prpratd, fur
1.00. or bottl" 92.7.
when passenger travel is heavy and
Circular tout oa rvquMt.
numerous special trains are operated
here, several trains have been in trie
local yards nt one time.
With only passenger trains being
ana vrnam uicw
la iiiwrMu-operated in the upper yards, the freatront tb wuntifrful
quency of the blockades at the tracks
EVELWhirlingSprgy
and Central avenue will be lessened.
BeW Vaginal tyrltt.

the world at the cost of the buttons."
Every patron of this store will receive a satisfactory measure of value for his money, backed
guarantee of "Money back, if you
by our iron-cla- d
want it." We do business on the square.
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J If I LL. the COUCH
AND CURE the LUNGS
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The Manhattan Musical Comedy Co.

con-ney-

1

TONIGII T

The

A Musical Satire

--

i

RESERVED

PRICES

So0000X3000Of000
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CONDITION

"The c.mle In Sierra county are in
h;lll'. said K. H. Wilson, a
this
minintr man from Hillsljoio,
morning.
i
"Thi-ra derided lack of mois
ture in Sierra county, ami the grass
Is not as jiood a.t in past years, but
still the cattle ale Kettinn along niee- two mU mnrA
liinnir lltu
than ten trainioada of cattle have
liiiiran,
Horn
heen slilpped
o
Oscef la and other towns to the
and eastern markets.
slit-osome
men
are
h.ivrcTti
and
trouble in sccurlnjr In r Imih-!- i
of era.
"'it
there is a shoitaye
velo,
d
d."
notliins serious has

conil

n

1

Chi-cair-

Weak Kidneys
Week Kidney, tnrely point to wvak kidrn
MtTTf. Tliu Kwlncyi. liku the lltesrt, and the
Stomach, Had thuir we&knei, not in tht urgaa
tM if
ut in tliM nerved thui control and suida
ngtht-them. Vt. blioop'n Kesloratlvti i
'iuo upecitically prpartnl to rett-thete
uig ni rve. To doeuir the Kidney alone.
.
It U a aU) of time, aud ol luuutj ai

or bark aohet or li weak. If the urine
r it dark and .trong.H jou )araymiums
tUorothr dutreait or dHrserous
try lr. sbKp kvirative a month

e.

n

or Liiinid and
wtwt It can and will
ou. 1ruKgix roomunriid and tull

r. Shoon' s

osforaiiuo

Infill DRUGGISTS"
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LOANS.
Automatic) Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldln

A. E. WALKER.
riRe
INSURANCE

with tht foot

I

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is c o mfo rtab le from

'he start.
The burning and aching
caused by stiii soles and the
evils of thin soles are pre
sented bv the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
jomfort.
A stylish
shoe

thafs

absolutely
comfortable

iff

S

H: Si,

Rid Cnm

bltlur,

Colt

$4.00

)xfords,

IIP

$3-- 5

iigh Shoes,
$4.00

Let us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN
121

Kallr'

W.'E. MAUGER

VJOOL

with Raube and Uauger
Of floe, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. If.

TOTI A OR API
Dealer In Orocerlea, Provlilona, Hu,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders totthis line with us.
NORTH TH T.D 8T

Railroad Avanua

-

THIRD STREET

I

Mm
Ptitnt

Secretary Mutual Building Amociw
tlon. Office at 117 Wm
aTenne.

Meat Market
Kind of Fresh and Salt MeM"
Steam BannnRO Factory.
EMIL KIJENWORW
Masonic Building-- , North Third Street

AU

O. A. SLEYSTER
REAL ESTATaV-NOTARPUBLIC.
Rooms IS and 14 Cromwell Bloci
Albuquerque. Telephone No. IS.
INSURANCE.

T

OIt us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and et it back WednenJa.
Imperial Laundry Co.

n

a

oo loom
rccrOocotKcco:
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Its Location
BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OP ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEAPING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGc, KANSAS CITT. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE IOTS. 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 0 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
L
GRAND
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC TARK
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING S16.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB: A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL. LARGE
BELEN
THE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY: THREE HOTELS. RESBELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIP.
TAURANTS, ETC.
PING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAT IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY fN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
T

r z&o iH:vKK4rwKe)o

kooko

COME

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jCHN EECKER,

Pres.

IS

B

ANV ft
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- a I. Mile Mm. i1. Mi
WiImiii,
the Mining Mail.

AKB BT

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

Three Acts.

The Life of Christ

PILLS

PENNYROYAL

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT

Traction Park

rs

C

-

60c 4 $1.00
Fret Trial.
JOLCS
for all
Cure
Surest and Uuickest
THROAT and LUNO TROUB-I.K- S,
or MONEY BACK.
OUCHSanl

.N, 2H SAVE,

head-nuarte-

Price

rONSUMPTION

They overcome Weaknr".
vinor
imity tint orititm,inurf
.nd baiiili "iiituii t.i rii?twii
t
lAle
tin." Tl.eywomanhiHHi.
"ltiHf
tOfrlrlvt
ol oriran mid ImI..
vliiinrnt
known
rMify for i"!n-- mi r
ttn-m- .
vann-'- t
iu fun..

yes-terdi- iy

are Ktircc ami

Discovery

Nov

NOTTS

needed

te

Dr. king's

WITH

C

408 West Railroad

OO.

Pny Allmotijr.
to be divorced from your appendl..
There will be no occasion for It If
you keep your bowels regular with
Dr. King' New Life Pills. Their action Is so gentle that the appendl
has no cause to make the least complaint. Guaranteed by all druggist
25e Try them.

DETOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 00 Square Feet
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.

John S. Beaven

,u,-"?-

IN FINE

XHt WMMtMTOM

Thos. F. Keleher

FOR CASH ONLY

VNasnmsion
Fashioned Apparel

None Better. gf

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

WOOD

flim-litm-

A

LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
and Mules Bought and Ex
Horse
changed.

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
W W)
PER TON

l.(.e-.--

ffHr

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO

COAL

Every Vcman

.

AM D E L L

Agent for the
WASHINGTON CLOTHING.

I

i

la

ON THE SQUARE!

Burt Lynch, road foreman, arrived
xinsiantl
In the city yesterday afternoon from
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Mausard'a Mills are sa'"ng good has. returned to Albuquerque after an
SIERRA COUNTY CATTLE
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Freight Offices Will be Moved
SANTA KK WINS
CVsF.S IN K NSS
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THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
MODERN HOTEL AND A
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASNEWSPAPER.
GOOD.
S.

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
PURCHASE!
TY
DEEDS.
ON
S
NOTE.
MAY
REMAIN
CASH.
D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y'
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ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, XORTII AND SOUTH.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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STYLE
FIT

Elements In Every

Perfect Shoe
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Pair of Shoes Sold in Our Store

...91.75 to

to

93.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
3.50

1.10 to

3.00

2.50 to
1.75 to
1.50 to
1.B0
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GEO. W. HICKOX

T. Y.

MAYMARO

We Are Displaying
Just

Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard'

Hand Painted China
Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

The

HICKOX-MAYNAR-

CO.

D

NEW MEXICO'S LEA OINQ JEWELERS
The Arch Front
South Second St.

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

109 North Flret St.
All Kindt of Intflan and Uaxlean Coods. Tbo Cbaapatt
Plaoo to bay Navajo Blankott and Maxlean Drawn Work
Mall Ordara Carefully and Promptly Flllad.

7hO

J.

O'RIELLY DRUG CO.

M.

Th busiest drug store between Denver and Los Angeles. We have
recently refitted our Ice cream department and can now accommodate
fifty people at a sitting. The best of everything in our line.

AN ELEGANT LINE Of LIB BEY'S
BRILLI4NT CUT QLA3

H. E. Fox. Secretary and Manager.

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

32

CO,

HARDWARE
W.R.H. Ave.

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

Savin
Ice Pads

Lineof
t

White

Refrig-

J

erators

Ice

--

is the

Cream
Freezers

most
complete
in the city

Water

Water

Coolers

PARAGRAPHS

GIVEN A REHEARING

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Ho3e Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

few days before going to his home.
L. Trauer. a well known hide buyer,
who makes his headquarters In Albuquerque, returned home last night
New
from a trip through southern
Mexico.
M. C. Kosenfleld. of St. Joseph. Mn
and Abe Kosenfleld, of Leavenworth.
Kan., who were visiting their brothRosenfield, of this City, have
er. L.

(.

left for 'their homes.
A number of desirable seats for the
engagement of Mrs. Minnie Maddern-- ;
Fiske. In "The Xew York Idea," at
the Elks' opera house Wednesday
night, are still to be obtained at Mat- son's.
Clyde Harlow, son of Rev. Harlow
the well known evangelist, who was
attacked recently by hemorrhages of
the lungs, und who Is at the St. Jo
seph's hospital. Is convalescing. Hi
home Is In Springfield, Mo.
Meyers, of the
Major
Ernest
Ernest Meyers company, was slight
ly stricken yesterday with paralysis
In his right arm.
While suffering
from the stricken member, he was
able to work today.
George W. Ituss, the Pullman con
ductor, who was brought to the St.
Joseph's hospital some time ago, left
the hospital last night for his home
In El Paso.
He wus operated upon
for a tumor of the abdomen.
H. B. Judy, a well known painter
of outdoor pictures, whose home Is
In Brooklyn, N. Y., Is stopping over
In the city for a few days. Mr. Judy
Intends to spend the next year in
studying the Ixleta, Laguna and Aco- iiii Indians.
Maddern-Plsk- e
Mrs. .Minnie
and
the Manhattan players who present
Langdon Mitchell s society play. The
New York Idea,' 'at the Elks' opera
house tomorrow night, will ' arrive
lure tomorrow morning at 11:35
o'clock on the limited.
H. Fisher, who until last night was
a roomer at the home of Mrs. Kate
Whitney, was. arrested today upon the
Whitney,
complaint of Mrs.
who
charged that Fisher beat and otherwise
abused
her twelve-year-ol- d
daughter, Irene. Fisher will be given
a hearing in the police, cour, this afternoon at 4 o'clock.
B. PaelfYco was fined $20 In police
court this morning by Police Judge
(J. K. Craig, for disturbing the peace,
pulling his wife's hair and striking
her, and Mrs. Mary Paclfico, his wife,
was fined 110 for being drunk and
disturbing the peace.
The Paciflcos
live at 60 8 North Twelfth street.
Benjamin Mindlin, brother-in-laof H. Ynnow, the Jeweler, was married to Miss Jaffa, of Kansas City, at
the bride's home Sunday evening. The
young couple arrived In this city this
morning on train No. 8. After a
Bhort visit here they will go to Globe,
where Mr. Mindlin Is In the Jewelry
business.
It. W. Hopkins, postmaster of Albuquerque, has received Instructions
that from July 1 to December 31,
1U07, all mall matter must be weighed before It Is put on the trains. This
new regulation Is for the purpose of
ascertaining more approximately an
estimate of the actual amount of mail
The anhandled hy the railroads.
nual weighings of the mall heretofore have covered 'but short periods
of times.
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Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

AVE.

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cot Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Rubber-tire- d
Rubber-tire- d

The

Trousers

a New Pair.
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Spring Lamb

jj

One

of the Joys of Spring

I

We want to call your attention
to our Shoe Department.
We sell
the two most popular lines in the
United States. Our Hanan and
Douglas brands both prize winners
in their class

g

8
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8

Phono 185

Arno & Coal

.n r

r--

?

The Railroad
Avenue Clothier

SIMON STERN

I

7J-vF-

-A

nrs

i

,

We have just opened up some
beautiful new things in Low Cuts.
Call and Soo

I
I

ZWEIGART

HERMAN

if
NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ceppar Ave., Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools
LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

MOWERS

-

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

y-

-i

KANS4.S OITY

M

m

Shoes, Tan or Black

Low

Beef Tenderloins

Sweetbreads
Brains
Roasts

ii

Pork Tenderloins
Steaks

J CREAMERY

BUY MERRITT'S

ill

Just what you

BUTTER

M

want.
Just what you

J2

The Season's Newest
and Latest.

'W"9Y

Ideal tlhioe
Store

Ladies Admitted Free.

Good Music.

HAVE

Games

G. H.
The Central

V

114 Central Avenue

BELL'S

LIVERY

New Location

Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co.!
r
v

424 NORTH

SECOND

ST.

TELEPHONE 43

602 West

'

RmUromd

t

High Grade Shoes
Our Specialty

Manufactured By
Avenue. Phone 139

The IDEAL SHOE STOKE

They Speak For Themselves

Leon

Hertzog,

I

Manager

218 West Railroad Ave.

the TAILOR

GIELITZ

Maker of
Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Fine Clothes
.
Room 7.

Eastman Kodaks

Wholesale Distributors

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs,
loin KoJaks free.

HAWLEY

On the Corner

The Leading Stationer.

Wm. CHAPLIN

0

Harvesting Machinery

Agents For
rLOR&HEIM SHOES
121 R. R. Ave.

New Line

Just Rece.ved

MISS C. P. CRANE
S 12 North Second Street

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

ft

FULLY WARRANTED

(J

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

IRR
E

BOSE-flSlC-

S.

TICKETS
A

h0

BOUGHT, SOLD

EXCHA6Eli

Ansciatlon Oflica
Traatactlon$
Ouaraoitto
113

W. R. R. Ave

6

Not Made by the Trust

Specialty of

1

0
0

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

FOOTWEAR

FINE

2

$

The New Electrical Signs

N. M.

rfc

Is the place for fash- lonable and timely (
footwear.

SEEN THEM?

YOU

Optician 3-

Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

the Market

122 South Second

If you want your thin
summer suit to hold its
shape and color, if you
11
ts.i&j want no kick to come in the
end, see that your suit is of "all wool" and from a reputable
clothier.
Such Suits are reasonable at $15.00 to $25.00.
V
He will soon learn, who experiments with shoddy
clothing, that it is not satisfactory.
Men are learning every day that the better kind of
clothing is the most economical in the long run.

Prices $3.50 to $6.50

m

r

N. T. Annijo Building.

a

BIArVA

I I

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

s

r'V

.'

W

NunsE.
n. Slejer, ttl South Tlilrd

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

-

1

I

11111

.mi

You may buy a pair of Dutchess Trousers and wear them
two months. For every smpender button that comes off we
will pay you Ten Cents. If they rip at the waist band we will
pay you Fifty Cents.
If they rip in the seat or elsewhere, we will pay you One Dol-

You

.

e"L
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Hobby is a Bad One

TONIGHT

FINK

3

OUR GUAR A K TEE

lar or Give

II III

Go-ca- rt.

SKATING

' Our store w ill close Thursday
at
noon on account of Decoration day.
Monarch Grocery Co.
LOUDON'S GUAKWTEED, PI KE
ICE CKEAM AT V ANN'S. .
o
For stomach troubles, biliousness
and constipation try Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many
remarkable cures have been effected
by them. Price, 25 cents. Sample!
ts.
free. For aie hy all
Plies get quick and certain relief
from Dr. ShooD'i Magic Ointment.
Please note It is made alone for piles,
and Its action Is positive and certain.
Itching, painful, protruding or blind
piles disappear like magic by Its use.
glass Jars 60c.
Large nickel-cappe- d
Sold by all dealers.
o
Six good pictures for ten cents at
Star Studio, 216 West Gold avenue.

on

V

i

1
For Appearance
1

Best Medium Priced

1 1

Reclining
4.50
30
Fletcher's Castnria
45
Syrup of Figs
$1.00 size of Hoiiick's Malted
.90
Milk
i
07
Moth Balls, per box
15
Porous Plasters
THE MAZE.
WM. KIKKE, Fropr.
WANTED Good men, with clean is- agents for the Colorado
records.-a- a
National Life Assurance Company KB
Liberal contracts and good terri
tory In Aew Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewltt & Prewltt. Managers, Commercial Club building.

"Walkover Shoes Make the Feet Glad."

For Service

U

3.00

Co-ca- rt

w

Mm. A.

MAKIvb

Barefoot sandals, with heavy soles
and soft tan colored uppers, for chil
dren, women and men 5 to 8, 0c;
9 to 11. Il.ou: 12 to 2. $1.25: 3 to 8.
$1.60 at C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Railroad avenue.
;
TO THE MAZE l'Oll THEM.
$1.35
Lace Curtain Stretchers
2.40
Blssel Carpet Sweepers
1
1.65
quart Ice Cream Freezer
2 quart lee Cream Freezer
2.25
3 quart Ice Cream Freezer...... 2.60
4 quart Ice Cream Freezer
3.25
90
Hose Reel
"Sprinkling
Can. .1!
Flower Pot size

5

The Cheap Clothing

MEAT

The case of Turner & Son. plain
against the Santa Rita Mining
company and the Hanta Kita Store
company, defendants, which attract
ed widespread attention while being
tried In the Socorro county district
court at the last term, will come up
for Ita second trial at the Oem City
next week., The fall term of the So
corro county court convenes Monday
morning, and while the designated
case Is not first on the docket. It Is
expected that it will be given the
preference.
Two local attorneys. W. B. Chllders
and A. A. Sedillo. are preparing to
go to Socorro Sunday night to attend
tne opening of the court. Mr. Chllders represents the defendants, along
with Attorneys Harllee and Barnes,
of Silver Citv. Attorney Sedillo Is
taking care of the plaintiffs' side of
(Tie
suit, with the assistance of
Messrs. Bon ham and Holt, of Las
Cruces.
The case when tried at the last
term of court lasted twelve days.
during which the Jury "brought In a
decision In favor of the plaintiffs for
$25,000.
The original suit prayed for
$50,000.
Immediately after receiving
the verdict of the Jury, the defendants filed a motion for a new trial,
which was granted.
Turner & Sons, the plaintiffs, con
duct a store at Santa Rita, or rather
they did.
The anta Rita company
owns and operates a mining company
and store there also. It Is alleged
that they conspired to boycott and
run the plaintiffs out of business.
At the first trial It was successfully
proven by the lawyers for the prosewere
cution that the defendants
guilty of conspiracy.
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Henry Reach, ft wholesale curio
dealer of El Paso, who was In the
city yesterday, left last night for the
Pass City.
Sale of seats for the Fisher Opera
company opens at 8:uu tomorrow
morning, at Matson s book store.
Personal
K. L. Dunklin, connected with the
Santa Fe railroad hospital associa
tion at Win.wlow. arrived In the City
this morning on No. 2.
The sidewalk builders are again active. Preparations are being made to
build a cement walk on the west side
of Fourth street between Railroad
avenue and Copper avenue.
The son of J. M. Archuleta, of the
,,,, nan
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Count to Bealn Next Week.
Local Attorneys Appear
for Principals.
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It requires neither a sermon nor a lecture to convince yon
of the absolute snpcrlorlt y of our line. You are a Judge of good
shoos, lienee we trust to your vertlUH.
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TURNER CASE WILL BE

Denver, Colo.. May 23. Showers
tonight; Wednesday generally fair.
tonight.
AttPivl the xkatinK rink
Ladles nJniltted free.
Mr. and Mr. M. P. Stnnim expect
t
leave fir L.oh Angeles on a vaca
tion trip next week.
J. Otero, who has been In the city
nn business, returned to his home In
Jomez Hot Springs last night.
Rev. K. McQueen Gray, of Carls
bad, was In Albuquerque yesterday,
and went to Ins Vegas this morning.
Carmen, the little daughter of Mr.
of 322
and Mrs. Anthony Morelll.
North Broadway, Is reported seriously
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and the Conspicuous Feature in Every

Men's Work Shoes
Men's Press Shoes
Men's Oxfords
Women's Shoes
Women's Oxfords
Women's Slippers
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